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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Between the end of the Second Punic War and the beginning of the Social War 

the Roman Senate proposed and the voters passed a number of laws and regulations 

concemed with private life and public display, among them at least four restricting the 

cost of provisioning and the number of guests allowed at private banquets. The first was 

the lex Orchia, a plebiscite carried on the advice of the Senate in 182,̂  which limited 

the number of guests allowed to attend and the days on which banquets could legally be 

held. Twenty-odd years later in 161, the consul C. Fannius carried the lex Fannia 

cibaria, which probably continued the restrictions on guests of the lex Orchia, but added 

a limitation on the allowable expenditure for meals to ten asses a day on "normal" days, 

thirty asses on market days and one-hundred asses on feast days. In 143, the lex Didia 

extended the lex Fannia to all of Italy, and, significantly, extended the sanctions equally 

to invited guests as well as to hosts. P. Licinius Crassus Dives Muciana evidently 

carried the lex Licinia sumptuaria some time between 143 and 102. The death of 

Lucilius in 103-102, who mentions this law in one of his satires, fixes the end date for 

passage of the law.^ J. Suolahti recently summarized the most commonly accepted 

view, that the author of the law was P. Licinius Crassus, who could have been a tribune 

of the plebs as early as 107, and is an attested consul in 97.^ Sauerwein, however. 

^ All dates in text, not otherwise referenced, are BCE. 

^ I. Sauerwein, Die leges sumptuariae als romische Mafinahme gegen den 
Sittenverfall, diss., Universitat Hamburg, 1969 (Hamburg, 1970), 95. German 
translations not otherwise noted are by Dr. B. L. Twyman, with much gratitude. 

^ J. Suolahti, The Roman Censors: a Study on Social Structure (Helsinki, 1963), 



argues that the consul of 97 was not from the branch of the Crassi who bore the 

agnomen Dives. He suggests instead that the author was P. Licinius Crassus Dives 

Mucianus, consul in 131 and possibly a praetor in 134.^ Much is uncertain about this 

law, but it seems to have restated or revised the provisions of the lex Fannia. The lex 

Licinia limited the maximum expense on the Kalends, Nones and market days to thirty 

asses. On ordinary days the law limited the acceptable weights of foods, especially 

preserved meat and pickled fish, although not the allowable amount of the produce of 

earth, vine and tree (of one's ovm).^ Since the ass was revalued at sixteen to the 

denarius after the late 140's, the cash amount of allowable expenditure may have been 

carried over from the lex Fannia.^ Finally, there was the lex Aemilia sumptuaria, 

sponsored by the consul, Aemilius Scaurus, passed in 115, but evidently abrogated not 

long thereafter. It was somewhat like the Licinian law, in that rather than limiting total 

cost or numbers of guests, it targeted kinds and methods of preparation of foods. ̂  For 

instance, Pliny the Elder notes that the law prohibited stuffed (force-fed) dormice, as 

well as mussels and wild birds. ̂  

446,741. 

"̂  Sauerwein, Die leges sumptuariae, 97-101. 

^ All laws: G. Rotondi, Leges Publicae Populi Romani (1912; reprint, 
Hildesheim, 1962), 276,287,295,320,327-328. 

^ R. T. Ridley, History of Rome: a Documented Analysis (Rome, 1987), 638. 
See p. 3 for a discussion of the relative purchasing power of the ass between 182-115. 

^ All laws: H, H, Scullard, "Lex," in The Oxford Classical Dictionary, eds. N. G. 
L. Hammond and H. H. Scullard, 2nd ed. (Oxford, 1972), 602-603. 

^ Pliny (the Elder) Naturalis Historia 8.57.223. 



The laws apparently were tralatian; that is, they carried over the restrictions 

outlined in the previous laws while adding new prohibitions. For instance, the allowable 

amounts of expenditure stay nearly the same in each law although the ass was revalued 

at least twice during the second century. In 161 the tariff was ten asses to the denarius, 

while sometime in the 140s it was lowered to sixteen asses. The pay-scale/?er diem was 

one denarius a day for cavalry-man and a denarius every three days for a foot soldier;^ 

the cost of food and equipment were deducted from each soldiers stipend. Whether or 

not Polybius' drachma had the same metallic value and weight as a denarius, it almost 

certainly had an equivalent purchasing power. In that case, the "normal" expenditure of 

the lex Fannia is the same or a little less than a day's wage for a cavalry man. 

The ancient sources, notably Livy, Aulus Gellius and Macrobius, state that the 

authors of these laws and their supporters in the Senate had been motivated by a desire 

to preserve ancient virtue and check the growing competition and luxury among the 

political elite. Few modem historians have considered the laws at all. ̂ ^ Those who 

have generally see them as attempts to control luxury and competition. Among those 

historians who favor the argument from luxury, E. S. Gmen offers the fullest recent 

discussion of the Republican sumptuary laws. He proposes that the laws were an effort 

to restrict Hellenic influence and extravagance. ̂  ̂  While Gmen shows that expenditures 

^ Polybius. 6.39.12. See M. Crawford., Roman Republican Coinage (Cambridge, 
1974), 621-632. Thanks for clarification from Dr. Bauslaugh, 19 April 1996. 

^̂  E. Savio in 1940,1. Sauerwein in 1970, Clemente {en passant) in 1981 and 
Baltmsch in 1989 have published the major detailed examinations of the Republican 
sumptuary laws in this century. None of the above works are available in English 
translation. See Sauerwein, 1-6 on general neglect of the topic and reasons therefof 

^ ^ E. Gmen, Studies in Greek Culture and Roman Policy (Leiden, 1990), 171. 



and extravagance were growing in the years after the Second Punic War, he fails to 

explain convincingly why the laws specifically restricted banquets rather than 

attempting to curb the attested ostentation in women's dress, fimerals and fumiture, all 

of which have been, at one time or another, common targets of sumptuary laws. 

Most modem historians have concluded that the laws were aimed at putting 

some sort of brake on competition among the aristocrats, usually seen as imposed from 

within and aimed by the nobility at itself The argument, best exemplified recently by 

M. Crawford, claims the laws aimed at preserving "aristocratic cohesion." Crawford 

contends that the laws were intended to "prevent conspicuous consumption and display 

by members of the group [the aristocracy], the consequent envy and resentment of the 

rest and the resort to an attempt to go one better. "̂ ^ If the laws had any power to restrict 

jealous and competitive nobles, however, one of two results could be predicted. First, 

the laws restricting banquets would have been obeyed, so that display would have been 

controlled, expenditures would remain at modest levels and no further laws would have 

been needed. Altematively, the laws would have been disregarded and there would be 

some evidence of prosecutions or other actions under the laws. Expenditures, however, 

continued to grow; there is no certain evidence of prosecutions, and there is still no 

explanation for the specific targeting of banquets. In fact, explanations of the sumptuary 

laws which are based on the prohibition of luxury or the promotion of self-control are 

simply expanded restatements of the ancient conclusions and still leave a great many 

questions unanswered. G. Forsythe, in the most recent allusion to the laws, while 

12 M. Crawford, The Roman Republic, 2nd ed. (Cambridge, Ma., 1993), 76, 
"aristocracy" is the term used by Crawford. 



tentatively agreeing with Crawford, acknowledges the inadequacy of current solutions 

when he adds that a rational basis seems possible only for some of the laws. ̂ ^ 

But a rational explanation of Roman sumptuary legislation is possible. 

Historians of other times and places, as well as sociologists and cultural anthropologists, 

have arrived at significant results by examining the rhetoric, motivations and 

consequences of similar laws. Taken as a whole, these studies suggest that sumptuary 

laws are most often proposed by the ruling class in response to real or perceived threats 

to its hegemony from outside; and in particular, such laws attempt to contain the rise of 

newly wealthy commoners and lesser nobles. Among modem Roman historians, W. V. 

Harris has noted that the laws do not prohibit displays of wealth as such, but only those 

sorts of expenditures useful in influencing voters. He derives this connection from the 

fact that the sumptuary laws were often contemporary with other legislation aimed at 

curtailing illicit influences in elections, such as the lex Cornelia Baebia of 181. ̂ ^ Harris 

is here following the lead of A. Lintott, who argues that the laws were designed to curtail 

the creation of significantly large clientelae. Lintott adds," The nobiles may have 

originally thought such restrictions a fair sacrifice if they limited the self-advertisement 

of ambitious novi homines.''^^ Lintott is probably correct in his assessment of the aims 

of sumptuary restrictions and their effects on the nobiles, but neither he nor Harris 

analyze the laws individually. They fail to clarify the connections between elections. 

1̂  G Forsythe, The Historian, L. Calpurnius Piso Frugi, and the Roman 
Annalistic Tradition. (Lanham, Md., 1994), 174. 

1̂  W. V. Harris, War and Imperialism in Republican Rome: 327 - 70 BC 
(Oxford, 1979), 89. 

1̂  A. Lintott, "Imperial Expansion and Moral Decline in the Roman Republic," 
Historia 2\ {1972): 632. 



voters and laws. Moreover, they still confine the force of the restrictions chiefly to the 

political elite and so fail to provide a convincing context in which this legislation can be 

seen as logical, or ideological, behavior. 

The necessary context for these laws can be found by expanding the present 

understanding of patronage in Roman politics. The ancient sources, primarily Polybius, 

Dionysius of Halicamassus and Cicero, contribute only a limited amount of direct 

evidence for patronage in the Roman Republic in the period between 200 and 130. The 

modem commentators on these sources have taken opposing views, defined by the work 

of M. Gelzer and P. A. Bmnt, and more recently argued again by L. Burkhardt and F. 

Millar. The arguments are centered mainly aroimd differing views of the definition of 

the term "client." The general modem understanding holds that the term signifies the 

weaker party in any two-person alliance, and covers a wide range of associations, 

including some that the Romans would have called "friendship." Both parties derive 

tangible benefits from the arrangement; however, the weaker party may never be able to 

"pay back" his obligation and so, in a sense, remain "tied" to his patron. The 

relationship, however, will only tolerate a certain amount of exploitation before it 

dissolves or is re-defined. In other words, the association has to preserve at least the 

appearance of being voluntary and negotiable. While serfs can be clients, they are not 

identically 

Within the large number of interlocking relationships between persons of 

unequal wealth, power, age and status in ancient Rome, one group was conventionally 

called clientes by the Romans. Dionysius of Halicamassus described these people as 

1̂  C. H. Lande, "Introduction: the Dyadic Basis of Clientelism," in Friends, 
Followers and Factions: a Reader in Political Clientelism, eds. S. Schmidt, L. Guasti, 
C. Lande and J. Scott (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1977), xix, xx, xxiii, xxvi. 



poor, mral, and plebeian, bound by custom, rather than law, to a patrician of their choice 

in an hereditary relationship. ̂ ^ While the ancient sources clearly show that Roman 

patronage was not limited to rural dependents. Brunt will permit only this usage, and, in 

consequence, defines away the effect of clientage on Roman politics. He will allow 

nothing to be termed clientage except the relationship of hereditary dependency and, 

although there is no warrant for such a restriction in the sources, he further asserts that 

these clients were tied to one patron exclusively. In short. Brunt does not see clientage 

as a system of voluntary and reciprocal benefits, but solely as a sort of vassalage. 

Apparently Brunt found that clients who were not subservient dependents interfered with 

his view of Roman Republican politics as an interaction between the arrogant nobility, 

reform politicians and the urban plebs. ̂ ^ 

Bmnt prefers to see clients as a small, docile group tied by custom to land and 

patron, and as such unresponsive and unimportant to reformist politics. Millar accepts 

this arbitrarily narrow definition and fiirther reduces the importance of clients by 

restricting politics as a whole to voting behavior. Since Millar understands patronage as 

essentially a restrictive and exploitative relationship, he cannot adapt it to his idea of 

free elections in Republican Rome. He raises three main objections to the importance of 

clients in voting: because the pool of possible voters was too large to accommodate 

patronage, because oratory often decided issues in the assemblies and because there is 

reliable evidence of "vigorous" political competition. ̂ ^ In answer to the first objection, 

1̂  Dionysius Halicamassensis Antiquitates Romanae 2.9-11 

18 p. A. Bmnt, The Fall of the Roman Republic (Oxford, 1988), 383, 386, 402. 

19 F. Millar, "The Political Character of the Classical Roman Republic," The 
Journal of Roman Studies 74 (1984): 2, 17-18. 



studies of other, better-attested, patron-client systems show that although patronage is 

essentially a personal relationship, it works just as well through a pyramid of vertical 

linkages as it does face-to face. As to the second point, since clients were free to choose 

their ovm course as long as it did not conflict with their patron's interests,^^ they could 

listen to speeches and attend contiones if they chose; there is no necessary discrepancy 

between persuasive oratory and patronage. And finally, competition among the elite for 

the political and personal support of the commoners, far from negating the presence of 

patronage, is one of the defining features of the system. 

Gelzer, although writing before World War I, more closely approached the recent 

conclusions of sociologists and anthropologists in his description of Roman patronage. 

Gelzer held that Roman politics were based on personal relations in general and 

patronage in particular. However, Gelzer was chiefly concemed with proving the 

existence and identity of the nobilitas, and only considered patronage as one of the ways 

of gaining, and maintaining, hold of high office. Gelzer's reliance on a pattem of 

subservient clients and dominant patrons, dravm from Fustel de Coulanges, has led his 

critics to suppose that Roman Republican clients were either subservient, as in the case 

of Bmnt, or politically negligible, as in the case of Millar. In fact Gelzer states that 

"candidature for a magistracy ...was based on a system of personal relationships of all 

kinds, reaching both upwards and dovmwards in society, "^i 

Burckhardt supports the contentions of Gelzer, while stressing the important 

point that the ties of fides, which bound client to patron, were moral and idealistic rather 

than legal and actual. Fides in general means only "good faith," but in unequal 

20 Dion. Hal Ant. Rom. 2.10.3. 

21 M. Gelzer, The Roman Nobility, trans. R. Seager (New York, 1969), 62. 

8 



relationships it can be extended to mean the entire ideology based on the exchange of 

favors and mutual assistance which characterizes the system of patronage. 22 To Brunt's 

and Millar's claims that the sources are practically silent about clientage, Burckhardt 

notes how scanty the sources for this period are in the first place and remarks that a 

system so basic to Roman life might not be deemed worthy of special comment in any 

case. In fact, although patronage is attested world-wide, it seems to be commonly 

under-documented. Further, Burckhardt notes that Brunt actually avoids the subject by 

compiling a list of "problem cases" and quibbling over definitions.2^ 

T. Johnson and C. Dandeker, historical sociologists, have shovm that the ongoing 

argument over the importance of patronage can be resolved by considering the system 

rather than the individual relationships.2'^ Although their main area of study has been 

18th century England, they have provided a model which is equally useful for 

Republican Rome. They maintain that the most important components of most 

patronage systems are competition on the part of the patrons for clients and the relative 

freedom of the clients to choose a patron. Johnson and Dandeker further note that a 

shift from an economy in which status is defined chiefly by the ovmership of land to one 

in which status is determined by personal wealth, places stress on the established pattem 

of relationships. Such stress worked both intemally, by increasing the level of 

competition among patrons and the bargaining power of clients, and also extemally by 

22 Lande. "Introduction," xiv. 

23 L. Burckhardt, "The Political Elite of the Roman Republic," Historia 39 
(1990): 79, 95, 96, 80-82. 

2"̂  T. Johnson and C. Dandeker, "Patronage: Relation and System," in Patronage 
in Ancient Society, ed. A. Wallace-Hadrill (London, 1989), 221-222 



opening the field to newcomers.25 What was at stake is made clear by C. H. Lande's 

explanation of the advantages to and obligations of both client and patron within 

alliance systems as a whole. Since the relationship is founded on mutual obligations to 

render aid in time of need and to exchange favors, it is clear that societal expectations 

would limit the level of exploitation and maximize the advantages of maintaining a 

reciprocal relationship for both established clients and patrons.2^ Patrons traditionally 

defended, stood surety and gave witness at the trials of their clients. Neither party was 

to prosecute, give evidence or vote against the other; enemies were to be held in 

common. The clients customarily fulfilled a significant number of financial obligations, 

including assistance with dowries, fines, public penalties and campaign expenditures for 

their patrons.2^ 

The client was free in principle, and within the ideals of fides, to choose where 

his best interests lay. But in a society where survival and advancement were dependent 

on the favoritism of the rich and powerful, the choices in fact were limited. It was not 

advantageous for anyone in Rome to be without friends and protectors; and long-term, 

traditional relationships, where all the roles and duties were understood, would probably 

have been the most attractive arrangement to humble Roman clients. Lande remarks 

that 

"...the endurance of the bond between patron and client varies with different 
settings. The tie...may even be maintained for many generations, as is often the 
case where agricultural tenancy is well established. [But]...in such zero-sum 

25 Johnson and Dandeker. "Patronage: Relation and System," 230-231. 

26 C. H. Lande, "Introduction," xxiii-xxiv. 

27 Dion.Hal. Ant. Rom. 10.1-3. 
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games as contests for elective public offices...patron-client relationships may be 
highly unstable but may involve extraordinarily high rewards. "2^ 

This feature of patronage explains in part a problematic area of sumptuary legislation, 

why these laws were passed by the voters in the Assembly. 

As noted above, a market economy increases the bargaining power of clients, 

whose allegiance becomes a more valuable commodity; at the same time those clients 

with more to offer, especially money, would tend to become the real prizes. The 

majority of clients, who could only offer the traditional services of labor, attendance and 

loyalty, would feel that their security was at stake, and so would strongly support 

legislation which reinforced the mos maiorum and the status quo. Writing sometime 

around 200, Plautus includes in the Menaechmi a monologue on just these changes. The 

protagonist Menaechmus complains that now patrons not only want as many clients as 

possible, but greatly prefer wealth to a good personal reputation. On their side, the 

clients do not scmple to take advantage of the traditional legal protection afforded to 

clients by patrons, and cover their dubious business practices with their patrons' forced 

perjury. A feverishly high level of competition is implied, as Menaechmus adds that as 

soon as anyone becomes even a little better off, he begins chasing after clients; on their 

part, the clients jostle each other in order to get their suit before the patron first.2^ 

The behavior of clients and patrons depicted by Plautus is typical of the systems 

discussed by Lande, Johnson and Dandeker. These sociologists, however, are more 

concemed with demonstrating the utility of systems analysis than they are with 

28 Lande. "Introduction," xxvii 

29 Plautus Menaechmi 571-674. With thanks for citation to: M. G Morgan. 
"Clientelae in Republican Politics: a Reassessment," read at the Southwest Social 
Sciences Association, March, 1982. 

11 



providing concrete examples of how patronage may have actually worked in Republican 

Rome. One activity which clearly shows the mechanisms of the Roman patronage 

system is voting in the centuriate assemblies, especially the contest for election to the 

praetorships and consulships. A large clientela, gained either by open or clandestine 

means, was vital for success in the political arena. 

The odds were heavily in favor of the political elite when it came to legally 

amassing a significant number of tme clients, that is, poor, rural dependents. If they 

were nobiles - those elites who could count at least one consular ancestor - they were 

allowed to have impressive public funerals followed by even more impressive, and 

useful, public games. ̂ ^ On behalf of the state, the elite were permitted to stage 

theatrical productions, put up statues, dedicate temples and hold triumphs after 

honorable victories.^l The other common entry-way into power was through law or war, 

and most "new men" came into political prominence by providing booty and bonuses to 

veterans or by acting as a patron (in a slightly different sense) in lawsuits. But because 

the elite also had more advantages in law and war, the "new men" required the backing 

of those already in power. Above all else, however, the senatorial elite were the source 

of all of the numerous and lucrative state contracts, including those for the 

aforementioned games, plays and victories. Even though the censors actually let the 

contracts to various parties, the senate had final approval over the grants of money and 

the terms of the contracts. ̂ 2 

30 Polyb. 6.53.1-3. 

31 E. S. Gmen, Culture and National Identity in Republican Rome (Ithaca, NY: 
1992), 131-222. 

32polyb. 6.13.1-3. ,17.1-9. 

12 



Laws against illegal election practice in Rome focused on ambitus, canvassing in 

order to buy votes. The distinction between canvassing for the vote and cultivating a 

group of usefiil friends was still being made in Colonial Virginia; entertaining one's 

friends was expected and approved but treating '"in order to get elected'" was canvassing 

and it was illegal. Determining whether a candidate was illegally canvassing or merely 

entertaining his friends seemed to be difficult for the Colonial Virginians, who passed a 

number of laws against "treating",^^ and it seems most likely that the Roman senators 

also attempted to avoid any possibility of such conftision by means of the sumptuary 

laws. 

It is unlikely that the political elite were trying to create an impermeable barrier 

to the higher reaches of power, rather, they seemed to have been trying to make it 

difficult for complete outsiders to simply buy their way in. New laws were passed as the 

old ones lost their power or when loopholes in the restrictions became obvious. Serious 

efforts at enforcing the sumptuary laws were practically unnecessary because those in 

power had other ways to court clients and little pressing need to entertain lavishly. 

Further, it must be pointed out that success by an ambitious newcomer in amassing a 

large clientelae would be self-evident There would be no need to audit accounts or 

check on the marketplace, the clients would be there in attendance every moming at the 

salutatio and in the Forum. 

There were three groups of potential clients in particular who had to be won 

over. In the election advice probably written by Quintus TuUius Cicero to his brother 

Marcus, Cicero is urged to win the support of the multitudes of the city, the holders of 

33 C. S. Sydnor, American Revolutionaries in the Making: Political Practices in 
Washington's Virginia (1952; reprint. New York, 1965), 44-59. 
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mass meetings {contiones) and "the support which nobody has ever possessed without 

the good graces of the highest personages."^'* The last component mentioned by 

Quintus, the votes which could be gained only through the support of the powerful, 

seems to point to the cmcial participation of clients of the elite. In his study of 

Republican voting behavior, Yakobson comments that "The vote was indeed a 

marketable quantity; demand was high, and in the late Republic the market was freer 

than before...."35 

Yakobson dismisses patronage an determinant force in elections partly because 

he imderstands clientage as a permanent dependent state. But he also casts serious doubt 

on the idea of a closed oligarchy which treated elections as a foregone conclusion. He 

reasons that because the praetorian and consular elections were stmggles between the 

political elite, the contests must have sometimes required the participation of the lower 

census classes, even as far as the centuries of the fifth census class, in order to secure a 

majority. He adds the further point that, whether or not the lower classes would be 

required was obviously unknown to the candidate before the election, so that a candidate 

who wanted to win had to court as many voters as possible.3^ Although there were more 

centuries of the lower classes, there were more citizens assigned to each of these lower 

classes than there were to the higher classes. 3^ Because the relative worth of each 

lower-class vote was diluted, their votes were needed in greater numbers; because 

^"^ Cicero Com. Pet. 5\. 

35 A. Yakobson, 'Petitio et Largitio: Popular Participation in the Centuriate 
Assembly of the Late Republic," The Journal of Roman Studies 82 (1992): 43, 46-48. 

36 Ibid ,37-38. 

37 E. S. Staveley, Greek and Roman Voting and Elections (London, 1972), 124. 
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success depended on great numbers, the resultant competition may have required a large 

outlay to assure loyalty. 3̂  A similar situation in colonial Virginia suggests that while a 

candidate could not be certain of "buying votes" by his largess, he could be certain of 

failure if he omitted it. Candidates for the House of Burgesses during the pre-

Revolutionary years were expected to provide tmly incredible amounts of rum to the 

voters. However, many of those treated did not feel obligated by this benefaction to vote 

in favor of the candidate. Recorded opinions, however, agree that candidates who failed 

to treat were considered to be niggardly, proud and disrespectful of the voters. 3̂  

Because the sumptuary laws are designed to define luxury and defend public 

morality, a clear idea of what luxury and morality meant and who defined these terms 

must be kept in mind. A recent study by C. Edwards points out that public morality is 

distinctly tied by the Romans to the right of the nobility to mle.'*^ Polybius relates that 

Scipio found it an easy task to acquire a reputation for virtue, the primary requisite for 

political advancement, since the other young men of Rome were soft and depraved, 

devoted to favorites, courtesans and banquets.̂ i Edwards remarks that issues which 

are currently perceived as economic or political were most often seen as moral issues by 

the Romans - a perception that made the office of censor one of the most important and 

powerful in Republican Rome. In particular, Romans appear to have used vague and 

arbitrary definitions of "immorality" to determine who was or was not acceptable in the 

38 Yakobson, 'Petitio et Largitio,'' 37-38. 

39 Sydnor. American Revolutionaries, 47. 

0̂ C. Edwards, The Politics of Immorality in Ancient Rome (Cambridge, 1993), 
4,8. 

4lpolyb. 31.25. 2-5. 
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higher levels of society."^2 j ^ ^ht speech attributed to him by Sallust, the "new-man" 

Marius is particularly scathing about the way in which his denigrators hide their 

degeneracy behind the masks of their ancestors; while he has been accused of being 

unsuited to mle because of his "low" background, implying that they are unfit even to 

be nobles because they are immoral.'*3 jhe point is not simply that the Roman elite 

were hypocritically masking their monopoly on political power with fine-sounding 

language. But that Roman discussions of morality incorporated implicit political 

messages, while political rhetoric reinforced Roman ideals of morality. 

This view of morality as a prerequisite to power was also discovered in a study 

by D. O. Hughes of Italian communes in the early Renaissance. She found that 

unsolvable social problems were first defined as moral issues whose outward 

manifestations could then be regulated by sumptuary laws. In 1581 the commissioners 

of the city of Milan recommended that the dress of nobles be closely circumscribed, 

while prostitutes were allowed total license. This measure was most likely inspired by 

an ancient edict attributed to Zaleucus of Locri by Diodoms Siculus, but its aim was the 

same one of preserving the definition and appearance of morality within the nobility. 

Hughes also found that the incidence of the laws increased with rising social tension, 

caused in this era when newly -wealthy popolani began to participate in the political life 

of the commune by attacking lineal bonds and patron - client associations. As Hughes 

says, the laws were designed to keep "the upstarts dovm."̂ "* While this goal was also 

^'^ E\SLns, Politics of Immorality, 12, 16. 

^̂3 Sallust Bellum lugurthinum 4. 85. 1-4. 

^^ D. O. Hughes, "Sumptuary Law and Social Restriction in Renaissance Italy," 
in Disputes and Settlements: Law and Human Relations in the West, ed. J. Bossy 
(Cambridge, 1983), 72-73, 75, 98-99. 
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important in Rome, the applicability of the Renaissance model cannot be carried too far, 

since the class distinctions of the later period are clear-cut whereas those of Republican 

Rome are fluid and uncertain. 

Although wealth was clearly increasing during the second century BCE, 

disapproval of indulgence in luxury alone is not sufficient to explain the sumptuary 

laws. In the same way, competition was a necessary fact of life among the nobility, but 

its too rapid increase falls short as a satisfactory motivation for this legislation. The first 

explanation fails to note that the nobility alone defined luxury and its moral use;^^ the 

second solution fails to explain who might compete, why competition was necessary and 

what allowable forms it might take. Even with the expansion of Italy into Cisalpine 

Gaul, Italian land was limited, and only Italian land could be fully ovmed within the 

meaning of the law.^^ Citizens willing and able to come to Rome for elections were 

also relatively few. To the limited resources of Italian land and Roman citizens, the 

expanding empire added the component of new, and seemingly infinite, revenue. The 

Roman political elite was competing for access to and maintenance of finite resources, 

not only among themselves but against ambitious and moneyed newcomers. Land and 

clients were not just associated with personal prestige; their control led directly to the 

ability to acquire and control the wealth of the empire. It can be shown that the 

limitations placed on luxury by the laws were not aimed at the morality or self-control of 

the political elite alone, nor were they meant to deny those outside of the ranks all 

^^ C. Edwards, The Politics of Immorality in Ancient Rome (Cambridge: 1993), 
4,8. 

46 J. A. Crook, Law and Life of Rome, 90 B.C. - A. D. 212 (Ithaca, N.Y., 1967), 
140. 
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access to senatorial status. Rather, they were designed first, to ensure that wealthy 

outsiders achieved the higher levels only through mediated access, and second, to 

control or limit pressure on the traditional system of patronage. The sumptuary laws 

were aimed at ambitious individuals who used their wealth to try to change the mles of 

the game, by manipulating alliances with family, fiiends and clients. 
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CHAPTER n 

EVENTS, PEOPLE AND THE LAWS: 182-102 BC 

The extant ancient authors who wrote on sumptuary legislation in the Roman 

Republic are few in number, mostly non-contemporary and concemed only in passing 

with the provenance and purposes of the legislation. There are also very few modem 

works which discuss the sumptuary laws in detail, although many authors mention them 

in passing. Nevertheless, any conclusions on the intent and purpose of the laws must fit 

them as securely as possible within the context of Republican cultural and political life. 

Therefore, the first priority is an examination of the banquet laws themselves, other 

relevant legislation and important attendant circumstances. A brief discussion of the 

reliability, style, aims and audience of the ancient authors seems desirable. Finally, 

recent field studies from anthropology and archaeology can, with the proper 

qualifications, serve as an adjunct, and in some cases, a corrective, to the ancient written 

sources. 

Because the histories of Livy and Polybius are the most complete extant records 

of the Republic, they are the obvious first choice as sources. But Livy wrote very little 

on sumptuary legislation and Polybius apparently nothing. Further, the extant portions 

of Polybius' history cover events only down to 146, while Livy's history survives only in 

scattered fragments and in cursory Epitomes for the period after 167.̂ *7 -pĵ g major 

sources for the laws themselves are the antiquarian compilers Aulus Gellius and 

Macrobius. Gellius who wrote around 160 CE, is careful and precise and frequently 

47 A. E. Astin, "Sources," in The Cambridge Ancient History, 2nd ed., vol. VI11 
(Cambridge, 1968), 4, 11. 
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names his sources. Macrobius, on the other hand, wrote around 400 CE mostly from 

earlier compilations, including that of Gellius, and is somewhat casual towards his 

sources and material. Macrobius believed that the sumptuary laws of the Republic 

showed the excesses and "gluttony" of the age.̂ ^ This is in contrast to Gellius who 

emphasized the frugality and caution of the Republican lawmakers, rather than the 

dissipation of the times.̂ ^ Both Gellius and Macrobius were more interested in drawing 

morals from events and in relating incidents which were obscure, piquant, or ironic than 

they were in what we, or even the Romans, would call history. 

Livy contends that "luxury" was introduced into Rome in 187, and makes a clear 

distinction between acceptable and unacceptable forms of display. Evidently only the 

latter is termed luxuria, a definition and use which will receive fuller treatment below. 

Here it is enough to note that although M. Fulvius Nobilior displayed tmly staggering 

amounts of booty in his triumphal procession of that year and also generously rewarded 

not only his foot-soldiers but a good proportion of cavalrymen, centurions, "Romans" 

(evidently, citizens is meant), allies, tribunes and prefects as well, Livy is not at all 

concemed with the moral effects of this display. Nor is he dismayed by Cn. Manlius 

Vulso's triumph in the same year, celebrating his victory over the Gauls of Asia, 

although the value and weight of the trophies and plunder amounted to almost ten times 

those of Nobilior's. Livy exclaims that "there were the seeds of future luxury" {semina 

erantfuturae luxuriae), not because of the booty itself, but because the lax military 

discipline exercised by Vulso over his returning troops allowed the soldiers to sell all 

48 Macrobius Saturnalia 3. 17. 

49 Aulus Gellius Noctes Atticae 2. 24.1 -2. 
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manner of Asiatic bibelots, fiimishings, dancing girls, cooks and musicians to private 

ovmers.^0 

Livy may be at least partially correct in assigning the beginning of conspicuous 

consumption to this particular incident, but mosfly his account shows the tendency, 

remarked upon by R. T. Ridley, for ancient authors to ascribe all happenings to some 

founder. 51 In that respect Livy's claim can be compared to the idea in 17th century 

England that beer had been first introduced from Holland during the reign of Henry the 

VIII, although in fact beer had been brewed in England since the end of the 14th 

century. 52 The point is the same in both cases, that something which had been going on 

for quite some time, often an imported "something" like beer from Holland or foreign 

dancing-girls, is conveniently tied in popular memory to an outstanding person or event. 

Both private and public wealth seem to have grown markedly after the end of the 

Second Punic War, as shown by the archaeological record. As yet, no agreement has 

been reached on a secure method for dating Republican archaeological material, 

exclusive of coins, beyond such vague generalizations as "early 1st century" or "late 2nd 

century." However, both urban and rural sites show increased activity and elaboration in 

both public and private buildings. Even the citizens of such centers as Capua, which 

suffered diminution in status after choosing the wrong side in the Second Punic War, 

were able to build new theaters, temples and villas in the century between the 

Hannibalic war and the Social War. There is also evidence of expanded craft production 

50 Livy Ab Urbe Condita 39. 5-6. 

51 R. T. Ridley, History of Rome, 59. 

52 F. Muir, An Irreverent and Thoroughly Incomplete Social History of Almost 
Everything (New York, 1976), 295. 
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catering to many different levels of consumption from poor and rural all the way to 

urban and elite. In particular, there seems to be an increase in specialty trades for the 

middle level of consumer. An example is a form of plaster wall decoration, imitating 

the lapidary inlays being done in the villas of the Roman nobles, which became popular 

in Pompeii some time before the first century BC. Nor was this increased involvement 

in a growing market economy confined to a Roman or local elite; "Arrentine" black-

ware, a specialty pottery of this period, became a localized production in several 

different grades by the end of the second century. While the most expertly produced 

pieces remained an unreachable luxury for most consumers, the "imitations" have been 

found in quite himible circumstances in many different areas of Italy. 53 

The widespread growth of "luxury" at an earlier date than 187 can also be 

surmised from the repeal, by the vote of all thirty-five tribes, of the lex Oppia in 195. 

This law forbade women to own more than half an ounce of gold (a semuncia), wear 

purple (or multicolored) garments, or ride in a carriage either in the city or within a mile 

of its boundaries. The reasons for the passage and abrogation of the lex Oppia are not a 

direct concem of the present study, but several relevant issues are raised by the speech 

for repeal which Livy recreates. The tribune of the plebs, L. Valerius, purportedly 

argued in the course of describing the personal benefits brought by the wealth of Spain 

and Carthage to the men of Rome, that the wives sociorum Latini nominis, that is, of the 

Latin allies, are allowed to wear the very garments and decorations and use just those 

conveyances which were forbidden to Roman women under the law. 54 p. Culham 

53 S. L. Dyson, Community and Society in Roman Italy (Baltimore, Md., 1992), 
29-33, 44-45,47-48. 

54 Livy 34.1.3-4,7. 5-7. 
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surmises that Roman men wished to proclaim their wealth in the costumes of their 

wives. ̂ ^ Similar displays of the family fortune by the wife or wives are attested from 

many cultures; what is interesting in this passage is the idea of competition with the 

Latins. In a comparison with the history of sumptuary legislation as a whole, what is 

even more striking is that no more laws regulating dress were passed in the Republic, 

since costume, and especially female costume, seems to have been throughout history 

the major object of most sumptuary legislation.56 it seems difficult to maintain that the 

Romans had a general abhorrence of luxury and wished legally to curtail it while they 

allowed such a flagrant indulgence of female luxury, especially when restrictions on 

costume were practically the only limitation on personal consumption enforceable 

before the advent of modem police systems. 

Two themes are important in the explanations by Livy and Polybius of the events 

of the second century Roman Republic: the growing problems of "luxury" and dissension 

among the orders. These authors, and others both in the Republic and the Empire, 

apparently believed the increase of "luxury" was a major cause of decline. Lucilius 

suggests this decadence in his description of a dinner given by the public crier Q. 

Granius to celebrate the election of L. Licinius Crassus to the tribunate of 106: "...then 

he [a servant] wiped the wide table with a rough purple cloth. "57 To use a purple cloth, 

the color associated with privilege, to wipe the table was a breach of decorum. The 

55 P. Culham, "The Lex Oppia," Latomus 61 (1982): 792. 

56 E. Giraudias, Etude Historique sur les Lois Somptuaires (Poitiers, 1910), 2-3, 
26, 28,47-48, 57-59, 61-63, 73-74, 79, 81-82, 90-92, 95-96, 101. 

57 Lucilius 20. 598. and, Broughton, T.R.S. The Magistrates of the Roman 
Republic vol I, 509BC -100BC. {\95\; reprint, Atlanta, 1986), 551. gives the year as 
107. 
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moral repugnance felt by the nobiles at wealth in the hands of outsiders resulted from 

the second pressure during these years: a steady growth of the influence of the municipes 

-the rising men from Arpinum, Fundi and Formiae, franchised in 188, and the publicani -

the public-contractors and tax-farmers, in Roman public and political life. ̂ 8 These 

intemal and external stresses resulted in a need for constant redefinition of boundaries 

between those who desired access to power and those who controlled both the ways and 

means of authority. 

Unfortunately there is no simple term which will adequately distinguish these 

newly ambitious people as a group; the division cannot be made between the orders 

since the plebeian and patrician elements were mixed among the political elites, and it is 

anachronistic to talk of a middle class. However, one difference between the two groups 

was the degree to which business was practiced openly or through agents, with the mling 

class acting almost without limits in reality, but through slaves, freedmen, in-laws and 

clients rather than personally. 59 One law that supposedly limited senatorial activity was 

the lex Claudia of 218, which prohibited senators and their sons from ovming ships of 

over 300 amphorae capacity.60 Whatever the overall effects of the lex Claudia were on 

the senatorial class, if it applied as well to new-comers, one result might have been to 

ensure that businessmen and their sons had to disengage themselves from direct trade if 

they wished to enter politics. 

58 E. Badian, Publicans and Sinners: Private Enterprise in the Service of the 
Roman Republic (Ithaca, NY, 1972), 27,43-44, 52. 

59 N. K. Rauh, The Sacred Bonds of Commerce: Religion, Economy, and Trade 
Society at Hellenistic Roman Delos (Amsterdam, 1993), xix, 231- 234, 242, 244-245. 

60 Livy 63.3-6. 
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Another law of uncertain aim was passed in 196, the year previous to the repeal 

of the lex Oppia. Livy records that in that year the tresviri epulones were enrolled in the 

quattuor amplissima collegia by a plebiscite carried by the tribune of the plebs, C. 

Licinius Lucullus, himself a member of the collegia. The tresviri epulones had long had 

charge of the epulam lovi but now became one of the four sacred priesthoods of 

Rome.61 Livy adds that, like the pontiffs, they were given the right to wear the toga 

praetexta at triumphs. 62 As the college was first attendant upon the banquets of the ludi 

Plebei, and only later hosted the feasts of the ludi Romani, the tresviri epulones may 

have been a mostly or wholly plebeian priesthood. 63 This priesthood probably was 

chiefly composed of those old plebeian families intimately involved with the patricians 

in the mling elite. It seems suggestive that an order of priests traditionally in charge of 

banquets became one of the highest colleges; but who ultimately benefited by this 

measure remains unclear. On the other hand, two years later, in 194, the boundaries 

between senators and everyone else were redrawn when the censors for the first time 

ordered the cumle aediles to separate the senatorial seats "from the commons" {a 

populo) at the ludi Romani.^ 

Between the abrogation of the lex Oppia in 195 and the passage of the lex Orchia 

sumptuaria in 182 the Roman tribal assembly also passed several other laws related to 

"social issues." In 193, the lex Sempronia depecunia credita extended the laws 

61 H.J.Rose, OCD, 2nd ed., s.v. "Epulones," 402-403. 

62 Livy 33.42.1-2. 

63 H. J. Rose, OCD, 2nd ed., s.v. "Epulones" and s.v. "Jupiter," 402-403, 569. 

64 Livy 34.45.5. 
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regulating loans to the Latin and Italian allies. Either in that year, or the year following, 

the lex Plaetoria de circumsriptione adolescentium proposed to offer protection for 

young men from their own "inexperience." This law had the effect of making loans to 

minors, those under the age of twenty-five, sui iuris a very uncertain proposition for the 

lender. Then in 189 and 188, two plebiscites were enacted which had far-reaching 

effects on the composition of the tribal assemblies, and for traditional pattems of 

patronage, as well.65 

In 189, the tribune of the plebs, Q. (?) Terentius CuUeo, carried a measure which 

forced the censors to enroll as citizens all men who offered themselves, provided they 

had been bom of free parents.66 On a common interpretation, this means that the sons 

of freedmen were ordered enrolled in the rural tribes. However, B. L. Twyman in a 

forthcoming study, revives an altemative interpretation and contends that this view 

arises from a misreading of the sources. The men who were actually enrolled under the 

plebiscite would instead include those whose legitimacy might be questioned on the 

grounds of disputed conubium, including those who could not produce a living male 

relative to attest to their status. Both situations would more than likely have been 

common after the catastrophes of the Second Punic War. 67 Even if the sons of 

freedmen were enrolled, along with the others, the aim was the same; the gratitude of a 

65 Rotondi, LPPR, 267, 271-272, 274-275. 

66 Plutarch Flamininus 18.1-2. 

67 B. L. Twyman, "Roman Politics after Hannibal," in Ancient World 
(forthcoming). 
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large number of potential voters - an aim which Culleo perhaps realized when he was 

elected praetor in 187.68 

The plebiscite of the following year, the lex Valeria de civitate, granted full 

citizenship to Arpinum, Formiae and Fundi at the same time that it enrolled Arpinum in 

the tribe Comelia and Formiae and Fundi in the Aemilia. 69 Both of these laws passed 

over the substantial objections of the Senate; Plutarch states that Culleo introduced his 

legislation in order to spite the nobility, while the tribune, C. Valerius Tappo, proceeded 

without senatorial approval. ̂ 0 One of the prizes of these strategies was an increased 

clientela; the grant of citizenship and the future legal, economic and political benefits it 

promised created an "unrepayable debt" for the client and loyal followers for the 

patron. 71 

In 182, only six years or so after the triumphs of Nobilior and Volso, the tribal 

assembly passed the lex Orchia. Macrobius, who is the only direct source for this law, 

relates that it was proposed by C. Orchius, a tribune of the plebs, on the advice of the 

Senate. He states that the gist of the rather lengthy ordinance was a limitation on the 

number of guests a host could entertain at banquets. He remarks earlier that "it was 

ordered that luncheons and dinners be eaten with open doors," in order to have a public 

watch on extravagance. Macrobius ftirther says that Cato "complained loudly that more 

guests were being invited to dinners than it [the lex Orchia] allowed."72 This "loud 

68 T.R.S. Broughton, MRR, 368. 

69 Livy 38.36.7. 

70 Plut. F/«/w. 18.1-2. 

71 C. H. Lande, "Introduction," xxvii-xxviii. 

72 Macrob. 5a/. 3.17.1-21. 
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complaining" was very much in character for Cato, even though A. E. Astin is almost 

certain that Cato's speech, De sumpto suo, was given in self-defense against an 

accusation that Cato himself had violated the sumptuary laws, either the lex Orchia or 

the lex Fannia. Astin argues that the speech is obviously in defense of Cato's spending 

habits, but that a public prosecution of Cato for violation of a sumptuary law seems 

more likely than a defense before the censors.^3 

Plutarch writes in his Life that while Cato was knovm for firugality in tovm, his 

rural banquets were "plentiful," held daily and included as guests all his fiiends and 

neighbors. These rural feasts may be the basis for the charge that Cato ignored the 

restrictions on guests or expenditures. His guests are probably those very same friends 

and neighbors he had helped with their various legal problems, and who had helped him 

in retum, in his initial bid for political prominence. 74 Although the indictment may 

have been brought by his political enemies without real grounds, it also might be the 

case that even Cato could not afford to dispense completely with the traditional ways, 

including banquets, of affirming client-patron bonds. In fact, Plutarch says that Cato 

believed the table was the very best maker of friendships. 75 

Cato and his views are much-discussed in studies of the morals and mentalites of 

the Roman Republic of his time. Astin goes to great length to maintain Cato's essential 

sincerity on the subject of conserving the good, old Roman ways. While it is easy to 

73 A. E. Astin, Cato the Censor ,93 ,107.(cf Plut. Cato Mai. 4.4 and Gell. 
13.24.1) 

74 Plutarch Cato Maior 2.1-8. 

75 Ibid 25.4 
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agree that Cato did indeed hold those views and convictions which he so often, and so 

forcefully, expressed, that does not, unfortunately, prove that his actions always 

corresponded to his rhetoric. There are far too many examples of absolutely sincere, but 

not altogether honest, politicians who have based their careers on much the same sort of 

doctrine of parsimony as did Cato; few of them, however, can have matched the number 

of charges brought against the Censor during his fifty-five years in public office. ̂ 6 

Cato was an expert practitioner of what A. Appadurai calls "conspicuous 

parsimony." By this he means that there is a reverse side to conspicuous consumption in 

which a society rewards those who appear to forego, or who advise others to forego, 

certain items, pleasures, or habits.77 p. Veyne has noted how much Romans idealized 

and even relished public censure. "The collective conscience commented, as 

shamelessly as it pleased, on anyone's life. This was considered not gossip but legitimate 

censure, reprehensio."^^ The Romans seem to have been very willing to hear how good 

their ancestors had been, how bad those people around them were and how much worse 

the young people were going to be. These values and attitudes allowed Cato to rise to 

prominence as a non-aristocratic upholder of the mos maiorum. Cato's success as a 

"public watchdog" of morals does not necessarily prove that public morals were in fact 

deteriorating. 

76 Plut. Cato. Mai. 17.4-5. notes "...at least fifty..." 

77 A. Appadurai, "Introduction: Commodities and the Politics of Value," in The 
Social Life of Things: Commodities in Cultural Perspective, ed. A. Appadurai 
(Cambridge, 1986), 30. 

78 P. Veyne, "The Roman Empire," in A History of Private Life: From Pagan 
Rome to Byzantium, ed.P. Veyne, trans. A. Goldhammer, vol. 1 (Cambridge, Ma., 1987), 
171-172. 
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Several legislative acts and political incidents just following the lex Orchia 

imply that the numbers and influence of the challengers to the hegemony of the nobiles 

were continuing to grow. In 180 the tribune of the plebs, L. Villius, carried the lex Villia 

annalis, which made the praetorship a prerequisite for the consulship and established 

age minimums of 40 and 43 respectively. The law possibly also enacted a two-year 

interval between cumle offices. Although the sources do not attest such a provision 

until later, this law may have required an aspirant for office to prove a certain length of 

military service and go through a definite progression of lesser offices before holding the 

praetorship and consulship. 79 

The publicani were especially prominent among the challengers to elite political 

dominance in this period, even if they did not seek political offices. These men were the 

chief public contractors and tax-farmers, and their power and influence seems to have 

grown with the empire. Since the Republic relied on them for revenue collection, filling 

contracts and other "civil service" roles, the publicans enjoyed protection and political 

power. 80 The often uneasy balance of power between these businessmen and the Senate 

is made clear by an incident in 169, in which a rather serious altercation broke out 

between the "veteran" contract-holders and the censors who let the contracts. The 

censors for 169, C. Claudius Pulcher and Ti. Sempronius Gracchus, managed to offend 

almost the entire equestrian order by over-strictness and subsequently depriving many of 

the public horse. They next declared that none of those who had farmed tax and public-

works contracts under the previous censors would be allowed to bid on the new 

contracts, even as partners or on shares. As the senators refused to listen to their 

79 A. E. Astin, The Lex Annalis before Sulla, vol. 32 (Bmssels, 1958), 5-46. 

80 E. Badian, Publicans and Sinners, 43-44. 
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requests to limit the power of the censors, the publicani tumed for help to the tribune of 

the plebs, Publius Rutilius. Livy states that after this appeal the tribune "suddenly 

published" {rogatio repente... promulgatur) a measure intended to void the contracts let 

by Claudius and Gracchus and to open the bidding without restriction. At the contio 

before the vote, Claudius was heckled and ordered a herald to bring the meeting to 

order, taking the meeting out of the control of the tribune. An enormous commotion 

then occurred and Rutilius dedicated the property of Gracchus to the gods, called for the 

trial of Claudius for violating the sanctity of the person and office of a tribune of the 

plebs and charged both censors with treason against the state (perduellio). Rutilius 

asked the city praetor to set a day for a trial before the Centuriate assembly. Since the 

censors were willing to be tried by the people, they agreed to the earliest possible day. 

At the trial Claudius was judged guilty by eight out of twelve centuries of equites, as 

well as many centuries of the first class, and only escaped condemnation by the active 

intervention and histrionics of Gracchus and the leaders of the senate. The principes 

laid aside their gold rings and put on mouming, as a symbol of the "death of the state." 

But it was mainly because Gracchus, who was in no danger, insisted that he would join 

in whatever punishment his colleague received that Claudius was finally acquitted. 81 

The reluctance of the Senate to act against the censors, and thereby establish a 

dangerous precedent, was probably grounded in similar cases. In 184, during his 

censorship, Cato annulled the standing contracts for the Spanish silver mines in favor of 

lower bidders. The outraged publicani entreated the Senate to reverse Cato's decision 

and let new contracts. Badian proclaims that Cato - and the power of the censors - was 

"not to be trifled with", but the senate in tmth ordered that new contracts would be let. 

81 Livy 43.16.1-16. 
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although they allowed the censors to stipulate that the publicani who had previously 

been awarded contracts were barred. 82 This episode ended in a stalemate, but an earlier 

incident in 212 had ended in near riots. The grain-contractor, Marcus Postumius, was 

charged by the praetor, Marcus Aemilius with barratry. However, the Senate delayed 

action on the praetor's edict, until the tribunes responded to the public outcry by 

imposing a fine on Postumius; this, in turn, provoked a protest by the tax-farmers. The 

whole affair almost ended in an battle between the publicans and the people at the 

assembly. In the end, the Senate, alarmed at the possibility of popular insurrection and 

at the audacity of the publicans, decreed a capital charge against Postimiius.83 in this 

instance, the publicans were finally forced to retreat; in the dispute, championed by 

Rutilius, it seems that the popularity of Gracchus smoothed things over until a private 

arrangement could be made. In either case the Senate barely seems to have maintained 

its control. 

Polybius details the basis for senatorial power in the Roman Republic. The 

Senate had complete charge of the treasury and all disbursements, with the exception of 

payments to the consuls, made by the state. The senate approved the expenditures of the 

questors and granted the funds for the contracts of the censors. Polybius particularly 

stresses the importance of state contracts as a means of maintaining senatorial power. 

He declares that because of the huge numbers of contracts let throughout Italy almost 

everyone was interested in the letting of contracts, either as bidders, partners, 

shareholders, supervisors or laborers. And because the Senate not only held the sole 

right to grant, mitigate or relieve contractual obligations but also formed the sole pool of 

82 Badian, Publicans and Sinners ,35. 

83 Livy 25.3-4. 
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judges in public or private civil trials, the people of Rome were obliged to respect the 

persons and orders of the senators. 84 

One of the crises accompanying the Third Macedonian War during 171-168, was 

the election of only plebeian consuls, rather than a patrician and a plebeian for each 

year, in 172, 171 and 170.85 Faced with a loss of patrician power, the Senate gave a 

mandate to the praetor, Marcus Raecius, to issue a proclamation recalling all senators 

from the whole of Italy to be present for the consular elections. 86 Although a patrician 

consul was elected in 168, a problematic piece of social legislation also may have had its 

roots in the power stmggles of these years. In 169, the tribune Q. Voconius Saxa, 

backed by Cato, carried the lex Voconia which forbade anyone of the first census class 

to name women as heirs, even if a woman was the only surviving child. It also restricted 

the amount of legacies for both males and females to no more than the portion allowed 

to the heir or heirs. 87 The provisions of the law are knovm mainly from scattered 

references and allusions in the ancient sources. Partly because of the paucity of sources, 

modem discussions have not, as yet, resolved the difficulties of interpreting its 

provisions and goals. Evans reviews the current debates, including flawed attempts to 

explain the law under anti-feminist terms, but fails to make a convincing argument 

himself 88 The only definite statement that can be made about the lex Voconia is that it 

attempted to regulate the purely private act of making a will. 

84 Polyb. 6.17.1-9. 

85 Broughton, MRR, 410, 416, 419. 

86 Livy 43.11.4. 

87 Rotondi, LPPR, 283. 

88 J. K. Evans, War, Women and Children in Ancient Rome (London and New 
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Whatever the aim of the lex Voconia, evidently many members of the Roman 

elite, for one reason or another, thought that social control and public morality needed to 

be reaffirmed. As Macrobius writes in 161 CE "a growing need for reform called for the 

authority of a new law, and twenty-two years after the Orchian Law the Fannian Law 

was enacted - A.U. C. 592 according to [Gnaeus] Gellius." He adds that, according to 

Sanmionicus Serenus, the law was not introduced "by a praetor or tribune, but by the 

consuls themselves. "89 

Aulus Gellius gives the details of the law as follows: an expenditure of one 

hundred asses a day was allowed at the Roman and Plebeian games, at the Satumalia 

and on certain other days; thirty asses a day could be spent on ten additional days each 

month (not specified); on all other days only ten asses were allowed.90 These figures 

probably are calculated on the standard of a one ounce bronze coin, since the as, while 

still nominally sextantal, was reduced, in practice, to the "uncial as" by 160.91 whije 

there is no direct mention of a limitation on the number of guests, this restriction seems 

to have been carried over from the lex Orchia when the lex Fannia was enacted. 

Macrobius points out that while the Orchian Law had only limited the numbers dining, 

the Fannian Law in addition limited expenditures.92 Athenaeus mentions that the lex 

Fannia limited the numbers of guests to three, or five if not a market day, and also set a 

York, 1991), 73-81. 

89 Macrob. 5fl/. 17.20-25. 

90 Gefl. 2.24. 3-4. 

91 Ridley, History of Rome, 638. 

92 Macrob. 5d?/. 17.5-6. 
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limit on annual amounts which could be spent for smoked meat and green vegetables. 93 

Pliny adds that the law also prohibited dinners of birds, except for an unfattened 

chicken. 94 

The lex Fannia seems to have been immediately preceded by a senatus 

consultum. Gellius says that the decree required the principes civitatis who sponsered 

the Melagesian games to swear an oath before the consuls to limit expenditures on their 

banquets. The terms of the oath demanded that the sponsors spend no more than one 

hundred and twenty asses, exclusive of the cost of vegetables, bread and wine, on each 

dinner, that they would serve only domestic wine and that they would not use more than 

one hundred pounds total of silverware.95 This last provision might have been an 

additional effort to limit the number of guests as well as curbing expenses, since some 

guests would be slighted if they failed to have as much and as lavish an allowance of 

tableware as their fellow diners. 

Macrobius gives more background than Gellius on the reasons why the consuls 

themselves were induced to bring the lex Fannia before the people, in fact he paints a 

lurid picture of drunken commoners reeling to the assembly to vote and youths "of good 

family" selling their virtue and freedom for the pleasures of the table.96 If there is any 

reality to the picture, the threat to youth may not have been quite as important to the 

lawmakers as the drunken commoners. The consuls might have felt it would be difficult 

93 Athenaeus 6.274c. 

94 Pliny 7W/10.139. 

95 GeH. 2.24.2-4. 

96 Macrob. 5a/. 17.4. 
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to command the attention and loyalty of even the most obligated of clients if he had a 

snootful. Some points of the lex Fannia only become clear from subsequent legislation. 

The first is that it evidently only applied to Roman citizens and to the hosts of banquets, 

shown by the provisions of the lex Didia, discussed below. The second is that, the 

Republican satirist, Lucilius, in his famous observation Fanni centussis misellus "The 

miserable little one hundred [asses] of Fannius,"97 ironically implies that it was 

impossible to dine adequately on such an amount. At least in satire, it seems that the 

law was not universally approved, which partially explains its continual renewal. 

Indeed, only three men of note are said to have observed the Fannian Law, Q. Aelius 

Tubero, Mucins Scaevola and P.Rutilius Rufiis, all of whom were Stoics in the 130s, 

and, as Stoics, inclined towards "conspicuous parsimony. "98 

Despite the passage of the lex Fannia, a new threat to Roman morals arose. 

Beginning sometime around 152, probably after his embassy to Carthage, Cato began to 

agitate for war against that city. He tacked the phrase "Carthage must be destroyed" 

onto the end of every speech and brought fresh Libyan figs to the Senate to show how 

swiftly the Carthaginians could be in Rome. Despite these theatrics, he did not easily 

persuade the Senate to follow his course. For two years the senators preferred the 

counsel of P. Comelius Scipio Nasica Corculum, who had also been an envoy to 

Carthage. Scipio Nasica not only argued that there was no "just cause," but that Romans 

would grow weak, dissolute and effeminate without the Carthaginians to keep them in 

practice for war.99 The literary topos, that a long peace would destroy Republican 

97 Gell. 24.4. 

98 Athenaeus 6.274d., cf Sauerwein, 84-85. 

99 Astin, Cato the Censor, 126-128. 
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virtue, was a favorite theme of orators and writers, on into the Empire. 100 However, in 

the end Rome fought the Third Punic War (149-146) and sacked both Carthage and 

Corinth in 146. Vast numbers of art works, most of which had originally come from 

Greek Sicily, were taken by P. Scipio Aemilianus in the capture of Carthage. E. S. 

Gmen comments that the subsequent retum of these treasures to the Sicilians by Scipio 

Aemilianus was not so much a selfless gesture as a shrewdly calculated act of self-

aggrandizement, since Scipio thoughtfully inscribed his name on the retumed statues 

before replacing them in Sicily. 101 

Arovmd this time, possibly in 146, the same year as the sack of Corinth, a lex 

theatralis de XIV ordinibus was passed which allowed the equites to sit in the 14th tier 

and above, after the senators were seated, at the theatrical performances held in 

conjunction with the various state-ordained games. Rotondi does not cite any direct 

source for this law; it is only knovm from the legislation by which Sulla abolished this 

right. 102 The theater had become an important part of most of the great public festivals, 

so much so that the censors of 154, C. Cassius Longinus and M. Valerius Messalla, 

undertook to build a permanent stone stmcture in which to hold the various productions. 

It was almost completed when senatorial outcry, led by P. Scipio Nasica, ordered its 

demolition. Nasica declared that the demolition was necessary because a permanent 

theater would damage public morals and provide a source of dissension and upheaval. 

100 See, Juvenal Satires 6.286-295, 298-300. 

101 E. S. Gmen, Culture and National Identity in Republican Rome (Ithaca, N Y, 
1992), 117. 

102 Rotondi,!/^™, 294. 
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Gmen doubts the tmth of Nasica's objections to the theater, and the use of theatrical 

performances in general as a source of political advancement. He argues instead that the 

elite of Rome were committed to keeping control of "culture."l03 Elite control of 

"culture" may not have been as important to the Romans as the numerous and lucrative 

contracts which the aediles who sponsored the performances were in a position to make, 

a factor which does not appear to be important in Gmen's explanation. The point is, that 

a permanent theater meant the aedile of the year would no longer have contracts to let 

for constmction of successive temporary theaters. The possible mptures in the 

patronage system could have had far-reaching effects, even including dissension and 

upheaval. The threat that had been posed to the contractors may partially explain the 

grant of special seating to the equites at the ludi: a way to soothe disturbed "friendships." 

There is some doubt as to the identity of the sponsor of the lex Didia, carried in 

143. T. R. S. Broughton gives the author as T. ? Didius, who was probably the father of 

the consul of 98, T. Didius. 104 Macrobius is again the only direct source, and he states 

that the law was passed for two reasons. The first was to make the provisions of the lex 

Fannia binding on all of Italy not just on the city, because "...the Italians considered that 

the Fannian Law had not enrolled them [as subject to the law] but only the citizens of the 

city [Rome]." This suggests that banquets were being hosted by the citizens of those 

tovms, such as Arpinum, Formiae and Fundi, which had been enfranchised. The second 

aim was to make the invited guests liable to the penalties of the lex Fannia as well as the 

103 Gmen, Culture and National Identity, 188, 190, 192-194, 197, 206-207, 209-

210. 

104 T. R. S. Broughton, MRR, 472. 
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hosts. 105 This last addition suggests that a common way around the letter of the law 

may have been to let the guests bring the provender for the banquet. 

In the interval between the passage of the lex Didia and the tribunate of Ti. 

Sempronius Gracchus, the tribune of 139 BCE, Aulus Gabinius introduced the secret 

ballot for elections of Roman magistrates. This change in procedure had unforeseen 

consequences on the traditional pattem of client-patron relationships. The secret ballot 

is usually interpreted as a advantage for the voters by modem commentators, in that it 

supposedly reduced intimidation and bribery. 106 However, the lex Gabinia may not 

have been a gain in practice; while it may have freed clients from excessive intimidation 

by their patrons it also freed the patrons from responsibility to their clients. In a society 

where advancement or safety is guaranteed by personal connection, freedom of choice 

and action are not necessarily desirable goals. 107 Although this facet of patronage will 

be discussed in more detail later, it is worth noting that without public acknowledgment, 

patrons were no longer sure that clients had fulfilled their obligations, and so were not 

inclined to grant further favors. Cicero puts the case bluntly, "...let the people have their 

ballots ..., but with the provision that these ballots are to be shown and voluntarily 

exhibited to any of our best and most eminent citizens, so that the people may enjoy 

liberty also in this very privilege of honorably winning the favor of the aristocracy. "108 

105 Macrob. 5a/. 17.6. 

106 e.g., Crawford, Roman Republic, 78. 

107 Lande, Friends, Followers and Factions, xix-xxi. 

108 Cicero De Legibus 3.38.5-12. 
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Two years after the lex Gabinia, in 137, the lex Cassia introduced the secret 

ballot to comitial trials, except for perduellio.^^'^ The tribune, L. Cassius Longinus 

Ravilla, was blocked in his attempt to pass the measure by his colleague's veto until 

Scipio Aemilianus intervened in his favor. Scipio was evidently induced to favor the bill 

by his enmity to the consul of the year, M. Aemilius Lepidus Porcina, who openly 

opposed the passage of the law. In fact, tiie very next year, Scipio successfully took 

advantage of the provisions of the law by trying Lepidus for his disastrous campaign m 

Pallantia before the popular assembly, mid by means of the secret ballot, rather than in 

the senatorial quaestio de repetundis.^^^ 

Ti. Sempronius Gracchus (the son of the previously mentioned censor of 169) 

became tribune of the plebs in 133. Tiberius himself, as well as his motivations, his 

influence and his place in the history of both political reform and the Roman Republic, 

have produced a tmly vast literature. Moreover, both the ancient and modem 

interpretations of the causes and results of "luxury," "class" antagonism and measures for 

social control have relied very heavily on the veracity and reliability of Gracchus' speech 

for agrarian "reform." According to Plutarch, who drew on a pamphlet written by 

Tiberius' brother Gains, Tiberius Gracchus asserted that on his way to Numantia one 

could see that the countryside of Italy, particularly around Tuscany, was empty of citizen 

farmers, but full of imported, barbarian plowmen and herdsmen. Gracchus later 

elaborated on this theme at a public meeting, in which he declared that even the wild 

beasts of Italy had a den or cave, while the fighting men were houseless and homeless. 

109 Rotondi. LPPR. 297. 

110 E. S. Gmen, Roman Politics and the Criminal Courts, 149-78 B.( 
(Cambridge, Ma., 1968), 39-40. 
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wandering at large with their wives and children. 111 Tiberius Gracchus is usually 

understood to be speaking of latifundia, or large slave-worked estates. But E. Badian in 

a study of this much discussed topic, points out that the term seems to actually belong to 

the Eariy Empire rather than the second century BCE, and that even then, it seems to 

have indicated ranching enterprises and transhumance rather than large-scale farming 

with slave-gangs as occurred in the American South. However, the presence of large 

numbers of latifundia, especially of the latter variety, and the migration to Rome of the 

supplanted peasants is an article of faith among most classical scholars. 112 So much so 

that when teams of field archaeologists in the 1970s determined to study latifundia they 

naturally went to the area of Cosa where they were supposed to be prevalent, and, in 

fact, the mins of many Republican-era villas are still conspicuous in the countryside. 

Closer examination by the archaeologists, however, as summarized by Dyson, casts 

doubt not only on the speech of Gracchus but on all the assumptions built upon it. The 

physical evidence for the second and first centuries BCE is fairly conclusive; while there 

is much local variation, in the greater part of Italy the landscape was not deserted, nor 

was it taken up by large estates. Dyson writes 

Neither the archaeological evidence, the literary sources, the ecological 
and geographical stmcture of rural Italy, nor the realities of the slave 
market suggest that this [latifundium] could have been the dominant mode 
of agrarian production. Instead, large agricultural estates coexisted with 
pasturage, small and medium-sized free hold farms, and a complex system 
of tenancy.... 11^ 

111 Plutarch Tiberius Gracchus 8. 7, 9. 5. 

11̂2 E. Badian, "Tiberius Gracchus and the Beginning of the Roman Revolution," 
in AufstiegundNiedergangderromischen Welt, \ol 1 (Beriin, 1972), 671-674. 

113 Dyson, Community and Society in Roman Italy, 30-33, 44. cf K. Lomas. 
Rome and the Western Greeks, 1-17, 85-90, 115-123. 
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The fact that Tiberius Gracchus seems to have been overly rhetorical in his 

speech has direct repercussions on explanations that involve "growing luxury" and 

"declining morals" or the tension between "greedy nobles" and "landless peasants." As 

Dyson notes, latifundium was used as a concept which "...symbolized a process of 

economic and social cormption. The spread of latifundia was associated with greed and 

luxuria."^^^ K. Lomas finds that greed and luxury are often connected with effeminacy 

and Hellenization, especially as a literary topos; in tum, the laxity and softness — or 

incontinentia — brought on by indulgence in Greek philosophy, arts and comforts, 

although in reality only a scapegoat, was commonly held to be the cause of political 

decline, demographic collapse and economic decay. 115 

Although social and political life in the Roman Republic of the second century 

seems to have required constant adjustment and accommodation, control of the affairs of 

state remained relatively stable even for a considerable while after Tiberius Gracchus 

met his death at the hands of angry senators and their supporters. 116 An example of this 

adjustment is implied by the passage of yet another banquet law, the lex Licinia 

sumptuaria. The law can not be dated with certainty any more precisely than "between 

143 and 102 BC."ll^ Rotondi places it in 103 after the lex Aemilia sumptuaria of 

114Dyson. Community and Society in Roman Italy, 33. 

115 K. Lomas, Rome and the Western Greeks, 350 BC - AD 200 (London and 
New York, 1993), 16. 

116 Badian, "Tiberius Gracchus and the Roman Revolution," 726-729. 

117 H. H. Scullard., OCD, s.v. "lex," 603. 
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115, while Gellius, who possibly might be discussing another and later Aemilian law, 

puts the lex Licinia first. 119 Since Lucilius mentions this law in the much quoted gibe, 

"Let's evade the law of Licinius," it must have been passed before his death in 103-

102.120 As mentioned in the introduction, the Licinius who introduced the law probably 

was P. Licinius Crassus Dives Mucianus, who is knovm to have been both pontifex 

maximus and consul in 131. By working back through the cursus honorum, Broughton 

proposes that Licinius held his praetorship in 134 and was a cumle aedile in 142.121 

The problem of chronology is not aided by the confiised and confiising discussion of 

Macrobius, as he definitely puts the Licinian Law after the lex Didia, but also asserts 

that it aimed to renew the authority of the lex Fannia, the same statement that he made 

about the lex Didia. 

Gellius states that the lex Licinia allowed an expenditure of no more than one 

hundred asses on certain days, but increased the "normal" allowance for other days to 

thirty asses. It also allowed two hundred asses for weddings. Sometime during the 

140s, the as was revalued at sixteen asses to the denarius; 122 which makes the 

mathematical equivalents of the amounts in the law rather difficult to evaluate. In fact 

the allowable expenditures given by Gellius indirectly argue that the law was passed 

118 Rotondi, LPPR, 320, 327-328. 

ll9Gell. 2.24. 7-12. 

120 Lucilius 599-603. 

121 Broughton, Magistrates of the Roman Republic, 475, 490, 500. 

122 Ridley, History of Rome, 638. 
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eariier, when the as weighed one ounce or "ten to the denarius. "123 Besides setting new 

monetary limits, Gellius reports that the Licinian Law set a fixed amount of dried meat 

and salted provisions to be allowed each day, but permitted the "...indiscriminate and 

unlimited use of the products of earth, vine and orchard."l24 However, Macrobius 

seems to think that the law was made even harsher, as he claims that it allowed no more 

than thirty asses worth of provender on the Kalends, Nones and market days, while it 

limited fare on "normal" days to no more than three "pounds" (pondo) of dried meat and 

one "pound" of salt fish. Macrobius also mentions that the Licinian Law permitted 

unlimited use of the produce of earth, vine and orchard. 125 

Macrobius adds a very problematic detail to his description of the lex Licinia. 

He says, "After the Didian the law was carried by P. Licinius Crassus Dives, such 

enthusiasm was exhibited by the optimates for the proposal and approval, that by means 

of a senatus consultum it was ordered that with it [the law] only having been 

promulgated it would be obeyed before the trinundinium as if [quasi] it had been 

approved already by the will of the people. "126 As a senatus consultum in Republican 

times only had force de facto until it was accepted by the voters, 127 Macrobius' 

statement becomes even more difficult to understand. It is possible that Macrobius 

23 B. L. Twyman, Personal Communication, 7 Febmary 1996. 

24 Gell. 2.24. 7-12. 

25 Macrob. 5a/. 17.7-16. 

26//>/f/. 3.17.7-11. c/Sauerwein 94-95, for translation. 

27 A. Momigliano, OCD, 2nd. ed., s.v. "senatus consultum," 975. 
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misread or misunderstood his sources, that he or his sources were in error, or that he is 

"reading back" tiie Imperial use of the senatus consultum into Republican times. 

In any case, the lex Licina seems to have had very little effect on dining in 

Roman society, since the consul M. Aemilius Scaurus passed the lex Aemilia in 115. An 

allusion to this law in Priscian, however, has led Rotondi to suggesti28 that the Aemilian 

law possibly was abrogated not much later, with "Aemilius Porcina, the speaker in an 

oration" in favor of its repeal. 129 Macrobius has no Aemilian law as such, although the 

sumptuary law he says was passed during the dictatorship of Sulla may be the later 

Aemilian law. 130 Gellius also may be referring to the later law, a lex Aemilia of 78, 

passed after the dictatorship of Sulla. Gellius, or his sources, may have confused the 

provisions of the two laws, because while he indicates that the Late Republican law did 

not limit expenses, he also notes that it regulated the kinds of food allowed and the 

preparation method of food {sed ciborum genus et modus praefinitus est). 131 Since this 

is just what Pliny mentions as unique about the sumptuary law of M. Aemilius Scaums 

(consul of 115), it seems likely that some mistake was made by Gellius. As noted 

earlier, the lex Aemilia specifically prohibited force-fed or stuffed dormice, as well as 

mussels and wild birds. 132 

128 Rotondi LPPR 320. 

129 Priscian Instituto de arte grammatica 8.38.16-22. 

l30Macrob. 5a/. 3.17.13. cf Sauerwein 124-127. 

131 Gell. 2.24.12. 

132 Pliny//A^ 8.57.223 
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That aU the laws, except the lex Orchia, were proposed from the top down, so to 

speak, and had the open and enthusiastic support of the senate, raises questions about the 

motivations of the senate and aims of the sumptuary laws which the ancient accounts 

fail to satisfy. Why was the senate at one and the same time so eager to pass these laws 

and so lax in their implementation? Except that people were supposed to leave their 

doors open during lunch and dinner, as Macrobius observed, the ancient sources fail to 

mention any further methods of enforcement. It may be tme that the Roman people 

were inclined to take their public reputations very seriously, but that does not necessarily 

mean that they were on the whole law-abiding, in the modem sense of the word. The 

continual renewal and revision of the laws argues against wide-spread compliance. On 

the other hand, the lack of prosecutions or knovm cases of censure is difficuft to explain. 

Since the laws involve market regulations and public order, presumably complaints 

could be taken to the plebeian aediles. 133 Because this office was often an important 

stepping-stone for ambitious young politicians, it is surprising that no records of 

prosecutions, apart from the possible indictment of Cato, have come dovm to us. Since 

the sources would almost certainly have recorded a defeat on a "morals" charge of Cato 

the censor, the probability is high that Cato successfully defended himself at his trial. 134 

Public prosecution for extravagance evidently was not a very efficient or certain method 

of dealing with a political enemy. Because of the possibilities for acquittal in a public 

trial, it would probably have been more common to make the violations of the 

sumptuary laws known to the censors. The censors routinely expelled people from the 

133 W. Kunkel, An Introduction to Roman Legal and Constitutional History, 

trans. J. M. Kelly, 2nd'ed. (Oxford, 1972), 18. 

134 Astin. Cato the Censor. 107-108. 
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senate or deprived them of the "public horse" for cormption; possibly a number of 

people attested as stmck from the census were removed for contravening the sumptuary 

laws, but, again, there is no direct evidence. 

Even if punishments, methods of detection and machinery for complaint were 

knovm and even if a long record of prosecutions were available, it is not likely that they 

would prove that the sumptuary laws succeeded in their expressed aims. The history of 

sumptuary legislation has been one of continued failure; in his survey of these laws, 

Giraudias quotes Voltaire," History has proved that all of the sumptuary laws both 

ancient and modem have been everywhere, after a very short time, abolished, evaded or 

neglected; vanity is able to invent more ways to distinguish itself than the law is able to 

forbid."1^^ The reasons why the laws were passed again in every generation despite 

evident failure will be the subject of the next chapter. 

135 Giraudias Etude Historique sur les Lois Somptuaires, 104. 
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CHAPTER m 

LUXURY, MORALS, FIDES AND PATRONAGE 

Again, those modem historians who discuss sumptuary legislation at all generally 

follow the ancient sources by explaining the Republican sumptuary laws as a response to 

the growth of luxury, a reassertion of traditional morality or both. While luxury and 

morality obviously were considerations in framing the sumptuary laws, neither concept 

is a sufficient explanation for any particular law. To come to a full understanding of 

Roman sumptuary laws, it is necessary to review how luxuria was defined, who claimed 

the right to define it and how these definitions were applied. Such an overview shows 

that while the Romans viewed many goods and activities as representative of scandalous 

ostentation they did not for that reason continually place restrictions on them. The real 

problem raised by the laws against luxurious dining is not why, or whether, these private 

feasts were thought to be immoral, but why they were declared to be illegal. 

Luxuria seems most often to be used to describe a private vice or failing, 

although it was felt to be able to afflict a whole population. In the judgment of Livy on 

the beginnings of "luxury" in Rome examined previously, it is clear that he was more 

scandalized that so much booty had come into private possession than he was concemed 

about the provenance of the objects themselves. That is, Livy was not blaming the 

growth of luxury on the fact that the "one-legged hall tables," which he mentions, were 

rare, expensive or came from Asia. He was upset that these exotic articles had been sold 

by common soldiers to common (but evidently wealthy) citizens. 136 Cicero offers a 

similar connection between private wealth and luxuria in Pro Murena: "The Roman 

136 Livy. 39.5-6. And above ,p. 19. 
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people hate private luxury, but dehght in public magnificence." 137 Edwards notes a 

common connection between luxuria and mollitia ("softness" or effeminacy), both are 

equated with a lack of self-control. It is this lack of self-control, or incontinentia, which 

corresponds closest to modem ideas of immorality; there is no closely corresponding 

word for "immoral" in Latin. 138 it seems clear that when the ancient sources claimed 

the sumptuary laws "prohibited luxuria'' and "promoted continentia " that they were 

really speaking of the same concept but with a different emphasis. Incontinentia was 

sometimes profligacy. Macrobius quotes Gains Titius, "a contemporary of Lucilius," on 

men "drenched in scent and surrounded by harlots," leaving their drinking and gambling 

only to go to the Fomm to act as (very bad) judges. 139 Or incontinentia could be 

softness; Polybius deplored the decadence of contemporary Roman youth; he believed 

that "...in the course of the war with Perseus [they had been] speedily infected by the 

Greek immorality in this respect, "i 40 

The assertions by both Titius and Polybius reflect popular literary topoi of 

immorality, luxury and decay, all usually blamed on the Greeks. A correlation was 

made between the diverse themes of growing wealth — aristocratic laxity and greed — 

demagoguery — treachery to allies — disloyalty to Rome — cowardice in war and 

subsequent catastrophe for the person or the state. Lomas notes that the topos in reality 

is a message of caution, particularly applicable to the victors, against hybris.^"^^ The 

137 Cicero Mur. 76. 

138 Edwards, Politics of Immorality, 4-5. 

139 Macrob. 5a/. 3.16.14. 

140 Polyb. 31.25. 1-8. 

141 Lomas, Rome and the Western Greeks ,14-17. 
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comiection with the Greeks is somewhat convoluted, but, among Roman authors, shows 

both the envy of an older, highly creative society and the anxiety brought on by victory. 

The common Roman idea, drawn from precedents in both history and tragedy, seems to 

have been that those Greeks who lost battles to the Romans must, by definition, have 

been weak, unfaithful or immoral, otherwise they would not have lost; but now there is a 

danger that, with the enemy gone, Romans will also become infected and begin to 

decline. 142 

Whether the Romans blamed laxity on Greek influences, wealth, the theater, or 

personal flaws, they were very concemed with the maintenance of public self-control. 

Edwards contends that to the Romans sexual immorality, luxury, cowardice and 

unfaithfulness were inseparable, and all were held to show a failure of self-control. The 

Roman elite who are our sources, agreed that too great wealth, especially in the hands of 

the weakly principled, was dangerous to public morality The issue, however, was not 

the possession of money itself, but a lack of the proper virtue to manage it. 143 Because 

of this purported danger, the mling elite reserved the definition of morality to 

themselves, Edwards says "...descriptions of immorality were implicated in defining 

what it meant to be a member of the Roman elite, in excluding outsiders from this 

powerful and privileged group and in controlling insiders." 144 The novi homines, 

Marius and Cicero, were admitted to the elite because they displayed virtus, or that form 

of manliness most associated with self-control. Morality diminished and changed with 

142 see above, p. 35. 

143 Edwards, Politics of Immorality, 176, 178, 182-183. 

144/^/^. ,5-9, 12, 16-17. 
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the descent down the social scale. The elite displayed all the Roman virtues, the new

comers were manly and courageous, citizen farmers were revered for simplicitas, while 

the poor were uniformly portrayed as vile, profligate and fickle. 145 

Satirists, such as Lucilius, speaking for an elite audience and from an elite point 

of view, condenmed many things and actions as being both luxurious and self-indulgent. 

In common with the authors of both earlier and later sumptuary laws, he disapproved of 

ostentation in dress, lavish funerals and privately funded games and theatrical 

presentations, as well as profligate dining and drinking. 146 Apart from legislation 

regulating banquets, however, Roman laws against other forms of conspicuous 

consumption were few, temporary or non-existent. As noted before, the only law knovm 

from the Republic which aimed to regulate clothing was the lex Oppia, and it was 

repealed just as the period of increased "luxury" began. 147 There were a few traditional 

restrictions on fimerals from the Twelve Tables, but many of the grave goods and 

practices which were forbidden seem to have been abandoned by the second century. At 

any rate, Polybius in his description of the magnificent pubHc funerals of the nobiles, 

makes no mention of ricinia or flute players. 148 Evans states that by 150, spending a 

sum of "no more than" one million asses on a funeral and its accompanying games was 

considered a moderate ouflay.l49 -phe state eventually restricted funding for triumphal 

145 N. Wood, Cicero's Social & Political Thought (Berkeley, Ca., 1988), 94-96. 

146 Lucil.2.60, 6.277, 13.465-466, 13.470-472. 20.604. 

147 Livy 34.7.1-10. 

148 Polyb. 5.53.7-9. and. Laws of the XII Tables. Table 10. 1-11. 

149 Evans. War, Women and Children. 59. 
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games, but there seem to have been no laws regulating private games and dramas, i^^ 

Since neither clothing nor these extravagant shows were the subject of repeated 

legislation, the question remains: what was so threatening about dining in company? 

The answer may lie partially in an understanding of fides and its place in Roman 

society. Fides can be understood only partially as simple "good faith," since the concept 

represents not only reciprocal honesty and tmstworthiness, but also a solemn promise of 

future faithfulness. Fides was at the core of all relations between people, but was 

particularly important in relations which were somehow unequal or risky. Relations 

with strangers, relations between families and relations between the strong and the weak 

all depended heavily on a commonly held notion of loyalty and reciprocal aid to create 

and maintain the original implicit contract. 151 Veyne makes the important point that 

"Much has been made of Roman 'good faith,' but Roman loyalty was to a man, not to a 

pact. "1^2 It must be kept in mind that fidelity was an ideal, not a norm; on the other 

hand, those who habitually ignored their obligations would soon find themselves 

dangerously alone. 

Fides seems to have been strengthened by food-sharing, still visible in our 

modem custom of making deals and sealing alliances over lunch. Both client and patron 

evidenfly believed that the provision of food was necessary to keep the alliance vital. 

This facet of alliance-maintenance was not confined to the Republic nor to Rome. G. 

Herman explains the importance in Classical Greece of the cognate Greek ideal, xenia. 

150 Millar, "Political Character of the Classical Roman Republic," 11. 

151 Lande "Introduction," in Friends, Followers, and Factions, xvi-xvii. 

152 p Veyne, "The Roman Empire," in A History of Private Life, 175. 
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and mentions that one of the time-honored duties between xenoi was providing food, î ^ 

In the same way, clients apparently brought food as a gift to their patron, as related in a 

fragment of Lucilius. "These carry before themselves, to present {munere) to me, huge 

fishes, thirty in number. "154 The scene also brings to mind the provision in the lex Didia 

against guests providing the food for banquets. 155 The mother of the Gracchi, Comelia, 

was honored because she "...kept a good table that she might show hospitality...."1^6 

The Satires of Juvenal attest that free dinners were practically the only feature of the 

client-patron relationship which was carried intact into the Empire. Juvenal wams 

clients that, "First of all, remember this: when you are invited to dinner, you are being 

repaid in full for all your earlier services. Food is your payment for serving as a client to 

the great. "1^"^ 

If client-patron relations were cemented by the frequent and active exchange of 

food, then the banquet laws become more explicable. As noted earlier, even Cato felt 

constrained to infringe the sumptuary laws and provide his rural "friends" with lavish 

dinners. 1̂ 8 xhe "moral" and "luxurious" rhetoric of the sumptuary laws suggest that the 

mling elite felt that the patronage system was threatened by the "wrong people" hosting 

122. 

153 G. Herman, Ritualised Friendship and the Greek City {Cambridge, 1987), 

154 Lucil. 4.159-160. Note: Lucilius writes munere for munare. 

155 see above, p. 35. 
* 

156 Plutarch C Gracchus 19.2. 

157 Juvenal Satires 5.12-22. 

158 see above, p.27. 
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banquets. Since the patronage system underlay the entire Roman way of life, legal 

regulation was absolutely necessary. The banquet laws were an attempt by the mling 

elite to maintain their hegemony, a hegemony based on patronage. The elite had other 

resources for rewarding clients, and so, may have been able to forego the necessity for 

frequent banquets. In particular, the elite govemed the awards of public contracts, 

which Polybius states were both numerous and lucrative. These contracts covered all 

public works, religious festivals, mines, harbors and taxation: "in fact everything over 

which Rome has power. "159 

The Roman elite controlled more than public contracts; from 202 until 133 no 

more than fifty noble families dominated the consulships of the Republic. Burckhardt 

correctly criticizes Hopkins/Burton for over-emphasizing the importance of the relative 

minority of successful non-noble consular candidates. Hopkins/Burton had found that 

possibly 38% of consuls came from non-noble families and they concluded that this 

percentage represented high social mobility. Burckhardt points out that, in fact, this 

means 62% were noble and that only a few, hand-picked non-nobles were being allowed 

into the higher reaches of politics, î o xhg subsequent explanations for the reoccurrence 

of so many familiar names in the consular record have ranged from the open or veiled 

subjugation of the rest of the citizens by the nobility to an accommodation and balance 

of powers. Within these explanations, patronage plays a varied part; for some scholars it 

was the chief method used to secure almost complete obedience from the voters, for 

others it was a minor or fading force in Roman politics. 

159 Polyb. 6.53.1-3. 

160 Burckhardt, "The Political Elite ofthe Roman Republic," 85-87. 
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Gelzer, writing in 1912, argued that, as the magistrates were elected by the 

citizenry at large, flie reasons for the continuing predominance by the nobility, and 

especially their near monopoly over the consulship, must be found in social interactions, 

and that patronage played a major part in these relationships. 161 Gelzer was describing 

conditions at the end ofthe Republic, but if his analysis holds for the turbulent age of 

Cicero, it will most likely apply as well to the second century before die Gracchi. Brunt, 

in a series of studies cuhninating in his recent Fall ofthe Roman Republic, adamantly 

rejected patronage as an important force in Roman politics either in the Republic or the 

Principate, but more especially in the former. 162 Since the mid-1980's, the basis and 

aims of patronage both in individual relationships and as a system have been re

evaluated by historical sociologists and anthropologists in extant and ancient cultures. 

The most relevant parts of this body of work are discussed in more detail below. It is 

enough to state here that it suggests that, as a system, patronage in ancient Rome was 

both culturally pervasive and politically important but that not all persons within the 

system were designated by the name of client. 

Gelzer, along with many scholars, typifies patronage as a "relationship between 

the strong and the weak...," 163 but it might be more useful to characterize patronage as a 

system of relationships based upon differential access to power and resources. Within 

this system, individual participants may be very nearly equal in some aspects of power, 

wealth or status and still be in client-patron relationships. The key components of 

161 Gelzer, Roman Nobility, 54-123. 

162 Brunt, Fall ofthe Roman Republic, 385-386. 

163 Gelzer, Roman Nobility, 70. 
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individual patronage relationships are the mutual and reciprocal exchange of economic 

and political aid, a shared moral and cultural ideology and a somewhat paradoxical 

insistence that the relationship be both enduring and voluntary, at least in principle, l ^ 

At both the individual and the system levels, the relationship is legitimized by 

commonly held ethics and beliefs expressed as an ideal of continuing loyalty and 

obligation. Actual relations within patronage systems, in contrast to the social ideal, are, 

however, typically short-term, adaptable, shifting and ambiguous. Within the patronage 

system, patrons compete for access to power and control of resources, of which clients 

themselves are an element. Johnson and Dandeker comment that "...essential to the 

system is rivalry between patrons for clients and the ability [of clients] to change patrons 

or to have multiple allegiances to them." 165 

Historians of Roman patronage draw chiefly on the Antiquitates Romanae of 

Dionysius of Halicamassus, a history of Rome from its beginnings, written in the last 

years ofthe Republic. Although there are many obvious anachronisms in Dionysius' 

account of eariy Roman patronage, his description is theoretically a possible one, that is, 

it resembles systems knovm from other times and other societies. 166 Dionysius recorded 

that Romulus divided the plebians and the patricians and "entmsted" the former to the 

care ofthe latter. Romulus supposedly allowed the plebeians to choose for themselves 

which patrician would be flieir hereditary patron (combining voluntary assumption and 

164 S. N. Eisenstadt and L. Roniger, Patrons, Clients and Friends (Cambridge, 

1984), 48. 

165 T. Johnson and C. Dandeker, "Patronage: Relation and System," 240. 

166 A. Drummond, "Eariy Roman clientes," in Patronage m Ancient Socictv , 91, 

95-96. 
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long-term expectation). Romulus fiirther enacted that if either party was convicted of 

breaking faith they would suffer pumshment under the law of betrayal. 167 But as A. 

Drummond points out, the cuft of Dis Pater, to whom the betrayer could be dedicated 

and killed, was not introduced until 249 BCE and was, therefore, unknown in the eighth 

century. There are other features in Dionysius, such as the exchange of miUtary service, 

which are probably conjectures of a supposed past based upon his notions of natural 

progression and upon etymology. 

Even if the origin and principles of patronage described by Dionysius were tme 

for eariy Rome, client-patron relations had almost certainly changed after the second 

Punic war. The Roman historians, Livy and Polybius, write very little on patronage in 

their accounts of this period, while Dionysius exists only in fragments for the period 

after 443.168 Still, if Dionysius' account is an extrapolation backwards from practice in 

his ovm time then it can be used as a gauge of what Romans in the later Republic 

thought the ideal relationship had been, and perhaps ought to be. In particular, 

Dionysius is another source for traditional attitudes toward the relationship between 

client and patron, what their individual status and obligations were, what society might 

expect of persons in similar relationships and the traditional forms of deference and 

justification. 

Dionysius makes it clear that from ancient times clients were not only plebeians 

but poor and rural as well. He says they were "free of obligations" to law and religion 

because "...their poverty deprived them ofthe necessary leisure; rather they were to 

167 Dion. Hal. 2.9. 

168 Drummond, Patronage in Ancient Society, 94. 
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engage in agriculture, the rearing of livestock and gainfiil occupations. "169 Although 

later in his account Dionysius says that patronage was not restricted to the city and the 

common people, the reference to agricultural pursuits seems to indicate an established 

tradition fliat clientes came from the class of those who were free-holders on a modest 

scale, that is, from the lower rungs ofthe assidui. In addition, even after plebeians in 

general were admitted to magistracies and priesthoods, it seems that clientes were not 

included among office holders. Plutarch makes reference to this possibility in his 

biography of Marius. In 115 Marius was tried for ambitus, or illegal canvassing for 

election. 170 During Marius' trial. Gains Herennius was called as a prosecution witness, 

but he declined on the grounds that Marius was an hereditary client ofthe Herennii. 

Marius himself rejected this plea, on the grounds that he ceased to be a client when he 

became a magistrate. Plutarch adds, however, that not every office freed a man from the 

obligations of patronage, but "only those offices which entitled them to a cumle 

chair. "171 Gelzer provides several cases, mainly in the writings of Cicero, of wealthy 

men who were insulted or annoyed when they were referred to as clients. 172 it cannot 

be argued from these instances that cliens was necessarily a technical designation; the 

terms used to address a client would surely be at the discretion ofthe individual patron. 

But the term still seems to imply an acknowledgment of an inherent inability on the part 

ofthe person designated as cliens to repay benefactions in kind. 

169 Dion. Hal. 2.9. 

170 Ambitus is linked with luxuria through a common meaning of extravagance 
or prodigality, since ambitus also means bribery and buying popularity in general. 

171 Plutarch 5.4-5. 

172 Gelzer, Roman Nobility, 70 n 94. 
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as numerous The poverty of clients must be recognized as relative, however, 

financial obligations could traditionally be placed upon clients. Clients whose patron 

could not afford the expense might be expected to contribute outright to their patron's 

dowries, ransoms, court costs and fines in both public and private suits and to the 

expenses incurred in running for office or other public expenditures. The direct 

financial obligations ofthe patron, however, were not as extensive. Dionysius attests 

that patrons were to look after the contractual affairs of their clients, and if necessary, to 

bring suit on their behalf 173 Litigation required the parties to put up security, the 

vadimonium, which was paid by the patron on behalf of his client. 174 Whether or not 

clients were obligated by custom or law to contribute to all or some ofthe expenses of 

their patrons is debatable, 175 it is enough to say here that as late as the end ofthe 

Republic clients were supposed to have aided their patron at need in these particular 

circumstances: dowries, ransoms, law suits and fines, public entertainments and 

campaign expenses. 

Dionysius claims that the virtue ofthe patrons limited the extent to which clients 

were financially obligated in reality. He states that each was "...anxious not to be 

outdone in generosity by the other: clients resolved to perform every service they could 

for their patrons, whilst patrons were anxious to inconvenience their clients as little as 

possible and accepted no gifts of money."l'̂ 6 This statement by Dionysius is often 

173 Dion. Hal. 2. 10. 

174 Crook, Law and Life of Rome, 75. 

175 see Brunt, Fall ofthe Roman Republic, 421-422. 

l76Dion. Hal. 2.10. 
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augmented by reference to the lex Cincia of 204, which prohibited gifts, with some 

exceptions, to advocates and patrons (in court) above a certain amount, i^^ Because of 

this law's mention of patrons, it has often been supposed to have limited all gifts from all 

clients to all patrons. Gelzer confines the ban on gifts to patrons, or defenders, in court 

cases and connects the patron's free services with the traditional duties of a patron to 

defend his client. 178 Brunt remarks that the text only exempts slaves and freedmen from 

those who can not reward advocates and patrons. He quotes Paulus a servis quiquepro 

servis servitutem servierunt and translates this as "slaves and those who were thought to 

be slaves, who have been slaves." Brunt further notes that a distinction was made in the 

relationship between client and patron and freedman and patron, with the freedman 

being tied by law and custom to his patron in ways never attested for a free-bom client. 

Brunt may be wrong, however, when he maintains that the lex Cincia, even 

though supported by Q. Fabius Cunctator, "can hardly have been welcome to patrons in 

general. "1^9 Johnson and Dandeker argue that one ofthe ways in which patrons could 

control their clients was by limiting or delaying the repayment of obligations. 180 

Aristocratic patrons might have been very willing to forego repayment and gifts. Such 

actions gave them the appearance of virtue and benevolence; and the lenience ofthe 

powerful is itself a further source of indebtedness. If it were tme that patrons could no 

177 H. H. Scullard, The Oxford Classical Dictionary, 2nd ed., s.v. "Lex," 604, 
and Brunt, Fall ofthe Roman Republic, 408-409,422. 

178 Gelzer, Roman Nobility, 63-64. 

179 Brunt, Fall ofthe Roman Republic, 408-409,422. 

180 Johnson and Dandeker, "Patronage: Relation and System," 225. 
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longer ask for large "gifts" at the Satumaliai8l or payments for litigation, they probably 

either called flie financial contributions of their clients by some other, more acceptable, 

name or sought repayment in other services. 

The most significant personal services and financial contributions from clients to 

patrons were probably rendered in the poUtical arena. A very long and heated debate 

has centered around the political control of their clients by the aristocracy. Many ofthe 

discussions seem to confine the discussion of politics strictly to elections and voting, to 

confiise those who could be called clients in a modem sense with those who were called 

clientes by the Romans themselves and to misjudge the extent to which clients, of either 

sort, actively sought out and participated in the relationship. Millar, for example, holds 

that vertical linkages (patronage) could not have been a determinant factor in elections 

in the Roman Republic for three reasons: the large size ofthe citizen body, reliable 

evidence of open and lively competition and the importance of oratory in the 

assemblies. 182 

Millar gives the number of aduh male voters as 2-300,000 in 200-150 BCE, 183 

but it is not at all clear why he believes a voting population of this size would limit 

patronage. No studies of better-attested patronage systems show an upper limit to 

effectiveness; all ofthe participants do not have to be face-to-face for the system to 

work. Moreover, it is clear that only a limited number of voters would have participated 

in any given election. 184 As to Millar's second point, it was noted above that patronage 

181 Brunt, Fall ofthe Roman Republic, 422. 

182 Millar, "Political Character ofthe Classical Roman Republic" 2. 

^^^ Ibid,17 

184 R. MacMullen, "How Many Romans Voted?" Athenaeum 58 (1980): 457. 
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systems are in fact based upon social and political competition, in which clients are both 

a prize and a resource. 185 Finally, there seems no good reason to suppose that oratory 

and patronage cannot co-exist. Dionysius declared that from ancient times clients were 

bound by law, religion and custom not to vote against their patrons or for flieir patron's 

enemies. 186 Possibly this represents an accepted tradition, which might mean that the 

client would be relatively free to choose for himself in cases where neither his patron 

nor his patron's interests were directly affected. Clients were not in the same class 

legally, morally or traditionally as slaves or freedmen; in theory at least, they were in the 

relationship voluntarily. Part of their worth as clients, especially as an enhancement of 

their patron's public esteem, may have been dependent on their freedom to choose one 

patron over another. 

Cicero, in his Pro Murena, reiterates that the real service "men of small means" 

can perform is to be in attendance on candidates, and that they wish to pay this service 

because they can perform no others of equal value. Cicero also obliquely refers to the 

role ofthe poor in gamering public support: "if poor men have nothing but their vote, 

then, even if they vote their support is valueless. "187 The idea that the poor were 

practicafly disenfranchised by the timocratic stmcture ofthe voting assemblies 188 has 

led those scholars who focus on voting in elections as the main activity of politics and 

who, moreover, equate clientage with complete dependency to discount patronage as an 

185 Johnson and Dandeker, "Patronage: Relation and System," 230. 

l86Dion. Hal. 2.10. 

187 Cicero Pro Murena 70-71. 

188 Yakobson, "Petitio et Largitio," 32 /2 . 
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over-

important force in politics. In particular they quarrel with Gelzer, who wrote the 

seminal work on the subject. Gelzer' analysis is not wifliout faults, for he perhaps 

stresses the idea of dominance on the patron's side and dependence on the client's; 

describing, in effect, a relationship more akin to that of a serf and his lord. Gelzer's 

reliance on this pattem of patronage has led his critics to suppose he meant that the 

lower-classes ofthe voting public were either completely subservient or virtually 

negligible. Millar protests against "...the relationships of patronage and dependence 

which supposedly dominated Roman political decision making and rendered popular 

participation passive and nominal."i89 what Gelzer actually says is "...that candidature 

for a magistracy... was based on a system of personal relationships of all kinds, reaching 

both upwards and dovmwards in society. "190 

The strongest feature of Gelzer's study is undoubtedly the wealth of source 

materials he arranged to support his points. Following a division of patronage relations 

ultimately based upon Dionysius of Halicamassus, Gelzer demonstrated not only the 

different varieties of patrocinium but something of their evolution as well. As 

Burckhardt indicates, Gelzer maintains that the links between client and patron were 

moral rather than legal, and that once established, ties based on fides tended to favor the 

knovm over the unknown in political matters. 191 Despite his later critics, Gelzer does 

not insist that ties based on fides, even if hereditary, were permanent or oppressive. He 

declares, "...no precise line can be dravm between the employment ofthe term which 

189 Millar, "Political Character," 2. 

190 Gelzer, The Roman Nobility, 62. 

191 Burkhardt, "Political Elite ofthe Roman Republic," 79. 
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still implies this personal relationship and the wider usage. This is a resuft of flie very 

loose stmcture of these relationships, which on tiie one hand were hereditary, but on tiie 

other could be dissolved at will and replaced by new ones."i92 

Gelzer is correct to point out the fluid and voluntary nature of patronage, 

however; even in Dionysius's account not aU clients are hereditary. Dionysius claims 

tiiat tiie aristocrats took pride in "...preserving the patronage ties which tiiey had 

inherited...and [in] acquiring others...."193 Johnson and Dandeker affirm that long-term 

hereditary ties of personal loyalty are actually in conflict witii a working patronage 

system; fealty is a sacred and legally binding promise, fides is a personal ideal. 194 It 

would be more precise to consider the obligations of client to patron as inheritable, in 

the same way as any other debt, rather than hereditary. Gelzer appreciates this 

difference, and adds that fides "...occurs... especially in the sense ofthe performance of 

an action arising from such a relationship, and as a social and ultimately a moral duty. 

The nuance of reciprocity seems to be always present. "195 Control, in the sense of 

compulsion, of clients by patrons is not suggested either in the ancient sources or by 

Gelzer. There seem to have been neither definite public laws nor private forces at this 

period sufficient to compel clients to vote in accordance with the wishes of their patron. 

But if clients wished to keep their public and private honor intact, tiiey felt themselves 

192 Gelzer, Roman Nobility, trans. Seager, 69. 

193 Dion. Hal. 2.10. 

194 Johnson and Dandeker, "Patronage: Relation and System," 230. 

195 Gelzer, Roman Nobility, 67. 
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obliged to comply. 196 And, at least in theory, if they were compelled against their own 

interest and conscience, they could seek a new patron. 

Recent arguments have tumed aside from the idea of a completely subservient 

lower-class and, instead, have emphasized tiie element of democracy supposedly in 

Polybius and the importance of oratory on the electorate. Harris provides an overview of 

tiiese arguments in his conunents on articles by Millar and North. He concludes tiiat tiiis 

"aU-or-nothing" view may stem in part from a tendency to ignore the problem of how 

many of which groups were actually voting. 197 it may also arise from an inclination to 

discuss politics only in relation to elections instead of viewing the election as one part of 

a politician's career. By narrowing the discussion to the possible influence of clients on 

the outcomes of elections, their other important contributions are ignored. As with most 

modem candidates, Roman office-seekers needed not only a solid base of committed 

voters, they also needed money, personal attendants and wide-ranging public support. 

Gelzer cites Polybius on the growth of both expenditures and dishonesty in the 

Roman upper classes after the "wars overseas. "198 However, contributions from friends, 

family and clients are not included under the heading of cormption. Dionysius indicates 

that clients were traditionally supposed to aid their patrons in seeking offices, as well as 

helping to defray expenses in those entertainments by which they courted popular favor. 

Crook quotes Cicero as saying, "if our fiiends hold to their duty there'll be plenty of 

196 See also Burkhardt, "Political Elite," 96. 

197 W. V. Harris, "On Defining the Political Culture ofthe Roman Republic," 
Classical Philology 85 ('l990): 288-294, following MacMullen. 

198 Gelzer, Roman Nobility, 113. 
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fimds."l99 Gelzer uses Cicero's defense of Plancius as an instance ofthe reciprocal 

nature of patronage; Cicero admitted tiiat his client had provided surety and employment 

to many men, but that the law was silent and custom approved of these kinds of 

favors.200 Most ofthe ancient sources stress the distribution of money to potential 

voters, but this money had to come from somewhere, ft is doubtfiil that many Roman 

nobiles had the ready cash for a successful campaign, so they were supported by family, 

friends and clients both because of favors owed and in hopes of benefits after the office 

was secured. 

Both the clients who could not provide financial support and those who could 

were expected to promote the candidate to all of their ovm families and friends, as well 

as to any clients they themselves may have had. Canvassing and personal attendance on 

the candidate satisfied two main aims ofthe patron: first, to secure the support of all 

who would and could be in Rome for the vote and, second, to show the personal 

integrity, honor and standing ofthe candidate. Lande remarks that in steeply vertical 

relations, such as between a poor client and a rich patron, the client's unrepayable debt 

can be partly paid off in advance through "...affection, deference and obedience to his 

patron." The willing attendance ofthe client on the patron not only is a pre-payment for 

future aid, it also reaffirms the worth ofthe alliance to each participant and to the 

community at large. The favors ofthe patron and the deference ofthe client thus 

enhance the status and good name of both client and patron. 201 The election advice 

199 Crook, Law and Life of Rome, 94. 

200 Gelzer, Roman Nobility, 60. 

201 Lande, "Introduction," xxvii. 
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ascribed to Quintus Tullius Cicero puts it "...a large crowd of escorts every day brings 

you great renown and great respect."202 Even humble clients rose m status from being 

known as the traditional client of a successful consular family, while having friends in 

high places was vital for men such as the publicani:^^^ Although there were doubtiess 

abuses of fides on both sides, it seems unlikely that attendance, financial support, 

canvassing and voting could be forced from clients without personal armies or legal 

machinery. 

The relative lack of direct evidence for patronage in the period between 200 and 

130 BCE is one factor which has led Millar, Bmnt and others to discount the importance 

of patronage in Republican Rome. Burckhardt patiently explains that in the first place 

there are very few sources available and, further, that it is unlikely tiiat such a basic part 

of Roman life would be documented in any case. 204 it might be added that patronage, 

by its very nature, seems to be under-documented in most societies. Among Gelzer's 

critics there is a further marked tendency to discount the evidence that is available. 

Millar seemingly would only accept patronage as a force if there was "...clear evidence 

for clientela as a dominant factor in voting behavior, either in legislation or in 

elections...(emphasis is Millar's)."205 This statement implies that there is evidence but 

that it is either ambiguous for voting behavior or that it does not show the clientela as a 

dominant factor. Brunfs challenge to Gelzer based on the supposed silence ofthe 

202 Cicero (Quintus) Commentariolum Petitionis. 9.34-38. 

203 see above, pp. 29-31. 

204 Burckhardt, "Political Elite," 95. 

205 Millar, "Political Character," 17. 
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ancient texts is more important than Millar's, if only because he considers a wider range 

of sources. 

Brunt concludes that "Patronage was only one of many factors that affected 

voting behavior, and the evidence does not warrant the conclusion that it counted more 

than any other; rather it suggests that it was of subordinate importance (emphasis 

mine). "206 As with Millar, evidence which does not pertain directly to the voting 

behavior of clients is evidently given minimal value or bypassed altogether. Moreover, 

Brunt discounts many relevant passages by insisting on very narrow definitions of client 

and patronage. Although he disputes most ofthe account of Dionysius, Brunt insists that 

all clients can only be hereditary dependents, and any one who is not absolutely 

dependent, with specific imposed hereditary obligations, is not a client. For this reason 

he will not allow relations which might overlap with amicitia, "friendship," or 

hospitium, which can be understood as an expression of fides between people of 

different communities, to be classified under possible relations of unequal power.207 

Bmnt, in this way, confines the modem understanding of client to the relationship 

described by Dionysius. Further, when it is convenient, to these limitations he adds a 

restriction that the client must not only be in a dependent hereditary relationship but that 

this relationship must also be exclusive. Evidentiy tiiis.is derived obliquely from 

Dionysius, "...allowing each ofthe common people to have a protector of his ovm 

choice."208 

206 Bmnt, Fall ofthe Roman Republic, 431 

207/^;,/. ,383,386,402. 

208 Dion. Hal. 2.9. 
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Brunt is at pains to discount patronage as a force because it interferes with his 

concept ofthe forces at work m the conflicts ofthe late Republic. He asserts tiiat 

conflicts arose "...from divergences of interest and sentiment between the senatorial 

nobility at large on the one hand, and (at various times) the Italian allies, tiie Equites, tiie 

urban plebs and the peasantry on the other...."209 jhese conflicts arose, he believes, for 

all the reasons given in the speech of Tiberius Gracchus and in the Bellum Jugurthinum 

of Sallust: tiie poverty of tiie people, the hunger for land, tiie greed of tiie nobility and 

changes in the army. Brunt adds that if the "reformers" attracted a following, it was on 

tiie basis ofthe issues, and these followers are not to be counted as clients. However, 

even if these forces are adequate to explain the conflicts which ended the Republic, they 

shed little light on the apparent stability ofthe years between the Second Punic War and 

Tiberius Gracchus. 

Brunt is aware ofthe contradictory evidence, but filters it through his 

preconceived idea of hereditary clientage. For example, in his discussion of Polybius he 

recounts, as did Gelzer, that Polybius claims the ambitious young men of Rome sought 

fame and favor by pleading cases in court and by attendance on their wealthy elders. 

Gelzer quite rightly sees these actions, especially the salutationes, as evidence for a 

system of patronage.2l0 The campaign advice ascribed to Q. Cicero says the candidate 

must court the attendance of young men and, in particular, insist on the presence of 

those he has defended in court. The salutatio ofthe last group is so important that if the 

men themselves are unable to attend they should be required to send their relatives.211 

209 Bmnt Fall ofthe Roman Republic, 386. 

210 Gelzer, Roman Nobility, 104-105. 

211 Cicero Comment. Pet. 9.34-38. 
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Brunt rejects the cases of youtiifiil attendance as mere social deference"...not the 

subordination of hereditary clients to patrons...." He accepts that there might be an 

obligation created in the court cases, but refiises to call it clientage on the grounds that 

the persons defended might be equal or even superior in rank to their defenders.2l2 

Some points may be conceded to Brunt. Hereditary dependents ordinarily may 

have had little strength in the voting in the centuriate assembly,2i3 that is, if the election 

were uncontested. In such a case, the centuries ofthe fourth and fifth class would be 

important as tie-breakers. Voting in the centuriate assembly, of course, proceeded until 

an absolute majority had been achieved. Thus, Staveley notes that a candidate running 

for the magistracies elected by the centuriate assembly had to be sure, in advance, of at 

least ninety seven centuries out ofthe one hundred and ninety-three total to secure a 

majority. While it was possible to secure far more than ninety-seven centuries from the 

equites and the first and second census classes, such unanimity would have been rare in 

real life.2l4 Yakobson argues that since elections are known to have been fiercely 

competitive, the easy assumption of oligarchic solidarity is misplaced. While the vote 

might not be split deeply enough to require the vote ofthe fourth and fifth classes, the 

important point is that the candidate could not be certain of such an outcome in 

advance.215 J^Q Qjjy g f̂e course would have been to court the vote and secure the 

loyalty of as many voters as possible. 

212 Brunt, Fall ofthe Roman Republic, 388-389, 391. 

213//,/J, 428-429. 

214 Staveley, Greek and Roman Voting, 169-180. 

215 Yakobson "Petitio et Largitito," 45-48. 
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The views of Brunt on clientela and elections are condensed and discussed again 

in the new introduction to tiie paperback edition of Gmen's The Last Generation ofthe 

Roman Republic. In this essay, Gmen provides a concise and revealing overview ofthe 

major recent discussions on patronage in the Roman Republic. He mentions the view of 

Rouland, who claimed in his Pouvoir politique et dependance personelle dans 

I'antiquite romaine, that there seemed to have been a breakdown in traditional ties in the 

late Republic. But Gmen also cites Deniaux's Clienteles et pouvoir a I'epoque de 

Ciceron, in which Deniaux observed that an absence in tiie records of tiie somewhat 

insuhing term cliens does not necessarily mean the end of patronage as an institution. 

Gmen comments that Rouland, like Bmnt and many others focuses too often purely on 

the political importance of patronage, and advocates wider exploration in the social and 

moral dimensions.2l6 

Working from a general knowledge of patronage systems based on their study of 

eighteenth-century England, Johnson and Dandeker point out that as long as discussions 

of clients and patrons focus on the individual personal relationship and its component 

obligations, the kind of society which fosters such relations cannot be determined. They 

want to determine "...in what kind of society does the answer to the question 'Who are 

your friends?' become of decisive importance?"2i7 If patronage is seen not as a certain 

kind of relationship but a system of relationships, then it becomes easier to trace the 

adaptations, modifications and significance of these almost universal relations through 

class, space and time. Johnson and Dandeker apply their generalized, sociological. 

216 E. S. Gmen, The Last Generation ofthe Roman Republic (Berkeley, 1995), 

viii-ix. 

217 Johnson and Dandeker, "Patronage: Relation and System," 221-222 
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model for patronage at the system level to the whole of ancient Roman history; however, 

amended by the ancient sources, their model is equally usefiil for fiirther examination of 

the specific conditions in second century Republican Rome. 

Johnson and Dandeker found that patronage in the Roman Republic was not 

something additional or outside ofthe official institutions. They asked what power 

stmctures in the Roman state were separate from patronage, what resources were not 

mediated through patronage and what agencies of state operation were free from 

patronage. They concluded that "...for much of its history Rome was a society in which 

public agencies and official functions were mediated by the private personal ties of 

patronage. "218 Cormption and antagonism arose not from a conflict between patronage 

and the state but partially from the competitive nature of patronage itself At the system 

level, as noted earlier, patronage is fluid and competitive; at its height it is a "seller's 

market" for clients, with the competition between patrons held in check by the 

reciprocal obligations of fides and the ability of clients to change and choose. Johnson 

and Dandeker note, however, that this essential tension between fides and voluntary 

choice becomes unstable with the advent of a market economy.2i9 The addition of 

money to an alliance based on the exchange of mostly intangible favors, such as 

protection and deference, resuhs in changed expectations and a resultant breakdown in 

the individual relationship.220 Johnson and Dandeker also found that Roman social 

stmctures seemed able to tolerate the ambiguities and stresses, adapting the meanings 

218 Johnson and Dandeker, "Patronage: Relation and System," 235-236. 

219//,/,/. ,230. 

220 Lande "Introduction," xxx. 
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and uses of traditional terms and relationships while maintaining the underiying moral 

and social ethics. These shifts in meaning and usage explain the difficulties encountered 

in trying to define the various social relations and, in fact, allowed the institution to 

survive the conflicts between ideal and real, or tradition and innovation.22l 

Another important point Johnson and Dandeker make is tiiat ftmctioning 

patronage systems tend to weaken both horizontal ties and "exclusivist forms of property 

relations." By this they mean that the means of livelihood, land and labor were not 

exclusively owned by the patron, with the result that patrons are in competition and 

clients are in principle free to choose. They do not mean that exploitation and 

dependence did not occur, but that they were not inherent in the system. To retum to the 

effects of patronage on horizontal associations, Johnson and Dandeker found that the 

interest ofthe patrons in obtaining and maintaining a large, but not entirely controllable, 

client base tended to impinge on the importance of community, class and status. The 

competition ofthe patrons for the loyalty ofthe clients also somewhat inhibited the 

advent of egalitarian and monarchical stmctures and ideologies.222 Rome was a 

network of shifting relations and alliances, not forming social or political ties based on 

class as much as relying for support on "...their ancient lineage, the resources of their 

relatives and marriage connections, and their numerous dependents. "223 

The general pattems described by Johnson/Dandeker and Lande lead to the 

conclusion that tiie common ground for both patron and client in Rome seems to have 

221 Johnson and Dandeker, "Patronage: Relation and System." ,231 
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been protection in a society where resources were perceived as scarce or fmite. The 

political elites in the Roman Republic seemed to feel tiiat there was prestige in large 

numbers of clients, that how many friends they had was just as important as who those 

friends were.224 By tying large numbers of clients to themselves the political elite 

effectively became conduits for the aUocation of resources to those below, while tiiey 

enhanced the likelihood of receiving those resources for themselves. By allying 

themselves with a proven or trusted source of power, the clients guaranteed themselves a 

share of resources and power not directly available to them in any other way. In fact, the 

clients seem to have voted what they perceived as their ovm best interest; this, of course 

precludes neither exploitation nor dependence. However, the relative stability ofthe 

Republic argues for a balance of power at some point, and it seems to have been in the 

competition ofthe nobility for clients. In this competition the loyalty ofthe clients had a 

value which extended beyond their status in the assemblies and their attendance at 

elections. Patronage in Republican Rome was not just an important part ofthe system 

of private relations and public operations, it ̂ ^ the system. 

224 see, p. 11. 
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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

access 

The major contention of this study is that the banquet laws ofthe Roman 

Republic were an attempt by the established political elite to mediate and control 

to the upper reaches of power by limiting the formation ofthe large cUent base 

necessary for success in elections. Any explanation of these laws must take into account 

the active participation of a large, and economically diverse, portion of Roman citizens. 

The leading citizens are said to have been enthusiastic for the passage of sumptuary 

legislation and the voters in the tribal assemblies must have been cooperative, if not 

zealous, since the laws were actually passed. It cannot be assumed that the majority of 

the voters were forced time and again to vote against their ovm best interests; there was 

no real mechanism within client-patron relations in Republican Rome to enforce such 

wide-spread exploitation. A successfiil interpretation ofthe aims ofthe laws must 

explain the specific targeting of banquets over other forms of conspicuous consumption 

and the attempted extension ofthe laws to "all of Italy," as well as popular participation. 

As indicated before, the modem discussions tend to focus on whether the laws 

controlled competition within the aristocracy or curbed luxury in general, and the 

authors below will be grouped loosely along that division. 

In Studies in Greek Culture and Roman Policy (1990) as well as in Culture and 

National Identity in Republican Rome (1992), E. S. Gmen argues that the sumptuary 

laws were primarily based on the restriction of luxury. It is only fair to say at the outset 

tiiat some ofthe opinions he presents in tiiese works seem to have been modified in his 

latest work. The Last Generation ofthe Roman Republic {1995). Gmen's major goal in 

botii ofthe eariier books is to show that the Roman elite, as represented by Cato the 
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censor, did not actually have a bias against Greek philosophy, art and culture. The 

comiection witii sumptuary laws, as he sees it, is tiiat the laws were not aimed against 

Greek luxuries/7er se, but against luxury overall. 

In botii Studies in Greek Culture and Culture and National Identity, Gmen 

briefly and clearly outlines the most important provisions of tiie Republican sumptuary 

laws; he is equally clear on what the laws did not, in his opinion, do. In Studies he 

argues that the laws could not have aimed at curtailing the formation of large clientelae 

because ofthe insurmountable problems posed by enforcement. 225 jhe problem of 

enforcement is a troublesome one; however, it must be pointed out tiiat success in 

amassing large clientela would be self-evident There would be no need to audit 

accounts or check on the marketplace, as he suggests; the clients would be there in 

attendance every moming at the salutatio and in the Forum. 

One of Gmen's principal aims throughout Culture and National Identity is to 

modify a position he took in Studies, in which he said that the laws may have shown 

some "...symbolic resistance to Hellenic influence in the public character...."226 in 

Culture and National Identity he maintains that while the sumptuary laws may have 

attempted to control luxury in general the laws were not aimed at curbing the influences 

of Hellenism. 227 j o sum up both studies briefly, Gmen holds that the laws did not have 

an overt anti-Greek bias. Gmen claims the Romans did not abhor luxury because of 

prejudice against Greek art, culture and philosophy, or transfer a latent hostility to 

225 Gmen. Studies in Greek Culture. 173. 

226/^;^/. p. 171. 

227 Gmen. Culture and National Identity. 54,69-70,261 
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Greeks and their ideas into popular meanings of luxury. Gmen's defense of Hellas, 

however, still offers no adequate explanation for why a significant proportion of Roman 

citizens would vote to limit banquet expenses. Gmen's final conclusion is that the laws 

did not have a real aim in law or social control; their frequent promulgation proves tiiat 

"public relations counted for more than implementation. "228 

Because public relations and popular rhetoric do seem to count for much in the 

enactment of sumptuary laws, Gmen's claim that this was the laws real aim is a more 

serious objection than it might at first appear. Hughes contends tiiat in Renaissance 

Europe many ofthe sumptuary codes were "...a symbol of republican virtue," a 

symbolism confirmed and strengthened by repeated decrees and laws.229 Even in 

Republican Rome symbolism would have been important in reasserting the primacy of 

the ideals of self-control which underlay the system of patron-client relations. Roman 

voters and clients might well have approved in general of laws which aimed at excluding 

the morally unfit from political life, but it seems doubtfiil that they would repeatedly 

vote against their own interests, since they were the chief beneficiaries of banquets and 

public feasts.230 

The vast number of poor Romans, urban or rural, certainly were not banqueting 

on their ovm. Daube suggests that even for the patricians, the expenditure necessary for 

an impressive banquet might have been onerous. He holds that the sumptuary laws were 

passed to protect those he calls tiie "non-tippers." By this he means that while the laws 

228 Gmen. Culture and National Identity, 305. 

229 Hughes. "Sumptuary Law and Social Relations," 74, 97. 

230 Yakobson. "Petitio et Largitio," 39-41. 
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may appear to have been enacted to protect a man from too-great generosity, in reality 

tiiey were to disguise the fact that some people had "...no wish to be over generous." 

Daube reasons that the "non-tippers" might "...form an influential lobby precisely among 

tiie highest circles where a few bon viveurs can make things dreadfiilly uncomfortable 

for everyone else. "231 it is difficult to know just how to answer this assertion, except to 

point out that Cato had a long and distinguished career based on "conspicuous 

parsimony." In the same way both Scipio Aemilianus232 and Tiberius Gracchus233 used 

their reputations for virtue and temperance rather tiian lavish expenditures to promote 

their political careers. 

Despite the apparent shallowness of his "explanation," Daube has been taken 

seriously. The first two examples which he uses to illustrate his contention give a partial 

answer to why Daube might hold this view. He compares the Roman sumptuary laws to 

club rules against tipping or to limits on wedding presents for a Fellow of one's 

College.234 In these examples, and throughout the essay, there seems to be a 

fundamental idea of a closed, elite society which has only to satisfy the expectations of 

its ovm members, a picture which hardly corresponds with the realities of political life in 

Republican Rome. 

Daube's essay is one ofthe longer discussions in English ofthe sumptuary laws, 

but he does not detail the provisions or differentiate dining from any other luxurious 

231 D. Daube, Roman Law: Linguistic, Social and Philosophical Aspects 
(Edinburgh, 1969), 117,125. 

232 Polyb. 31.25.2-4. 

233 Plut. Ti. Gracch. 2.3-4. 

234 Daube. Social Aspects. 117. 
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activity. Like Daube, many historians of Republican Rome feel obligated at least to 

mention tiie sumptuary laws, usually to fllustrate a supposed Republican moral position 

rather than as an examination of specific laws. In the paragraph or so he devotes to 

sumptuary laws in his standard textbook, Scullard states that the laws served to curb 

luxury, but he sees the "luxury" of Republican times as growing or immoderate only in 

relation to a ratiier austere past. On tiie other hand, he confiises tiie provisions ofthe lex 

Fannia with the oath required ofthe sponsors ofthe Melagesian games, and relies too 

heavily on "class antagonism" as a motivating factor in Roman politics.235 

Develin skims over the actual provisions ofthe laws in his chapter on "Religion, 

Morals and Behavior," in The Practice of Politics at Rome: 366-167 B.C. In a footnote 

he objects to the idea that the laws restricted canvassing by contending that "...the 

provisions limited the number of diners, not of dinners." There are three main counter

arguments to this observation. First, the laws did in a way limit dinners, since they 

limited armual expenditures and total weights of provisions, transactions which could be 

easily observed by the aediles in charge of markets. Second, as any experienced host or 

hostess knows, discharging social obligations to a crowd by small serial dinners is 

neither socially nor economically effective; someone important is bound to be left out or 

slighted, and the costs are actually greater. Third, it is not the hypothesis of this paper 

that the laws restricted canvassing, but that they attempted to control how many 

"fiiends" an ambitious man might be able to make. As noted above, the distinction 

between canvassing for the vote and cultivating a group of useful fiiends was still clear 

in Colonial Virginia; entertaining one's fiiends was expected and approved, but treating 

235 Scullard. History of the Roman World. 365. 
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"•in order to get elected'" was canvassing and it was illegal.236 Providing a banquet in 

competition for clients and canvassing for votes are really two entirely different things; 

the first, patronage, is a long-term, voluntary relationship of mutual advantage and 

reciprocal obligation, while canvassing for votes is closer to a straight cash transaction, 

with no fixture obligations or relationship established. The Colonial Virginians were 

aware of this distinction, but also knew how difficult it was in practice to draw a line 

between treating and canvassing. To fiirther clarify tiie issue they passed a law 

prohibiting anyone, in person or through an agent, from giving '"money, meat, drink, 

present, gift, reward, or entertainment...in order to be elected.'"237 

Competition has been an important component in explanations ofthe sumptuary 

laws, but it is usually taken to mean competition through conspicuous consumption by 

members ofthe political elite with one another. Crawford's interpretation ofthe Roman 

Republican sumptuary laws encapsulates this view. He asserts that the laws tried to 

"prevent conspicuous consumption..." because of "...the urgent need ofthe second-

century aristocracy to preserve the cohesion ofthe group. "238 it is not entirely clear who 

Crawford means by "aristocrats," why the "aristocrats" were in competition, or where he 

derives his idea of "aristocratic" cohesion. He apparentiy derives the "cohesion" ofthe 

"aristocrats" as a necessary factor in the explanation for the relative political stability of 

the second century. While competition is inescapably evident in the ancient sources. He 

cites Sallust's Bellum Jugurthinum on the growth of noble arrogance, and concludes that 

236 Sydnor. American Revolutionaries. 57. 
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some members ofthe "aristocracy" saw the danger to the group from unbridled ambition 

and sought to limft access to offices, bribery and conspicuous consumption. He does 

mention the growing importance of personal relations, but Crawford seems to think 

acquiring a large clientela was a new addendum to the Roman scene. These personal 

ties were part ofthe growtii in "influence peddling" which was "...gradually moving 

areas of government from public into private hands." However, he defines clientelae 

solely in the terms of foreign dependencies; he writes: "clientelae were indeed one ofthe 

chief ways in which Roman mle was mediated to the provinces under her control. "239 

The explanations above are fairly representative ofthe meager recent scholarship 

on the subject of Roman sumptuary laws; very little else has been written in English. 

Sauerwein has written the most thorough modem investigation ofthe provenance and 

provisions ofthe laws, but the title of his monograph. Die leges sumptuariae als 

romische Mafinahme gegen den Sittenverfall, explains his position; the laws were 

measures against moral decline. Sauerwein also asserts that the laws represented the 

desire ofthe upper class to set an example of morality and fhigality to the lower 

class.240 E. Savio seems unable to find much common ground among the various laws, 

except that each account of a new law repeats the motif that "the old law had fallen into 

disuse by age and the greed of men." Other than this literary observation, he seems to 

express the common idea that the laws were a symbolic defense against the dismptions 

and temptations ofthe Roman republic.24l 

239 Crawford. Roman Republic. 72. 

240 Sauerwein. Die leges sumptuariae. 76-79. Trans. E. S. Gmen. 

241 E. Savio "Intomo alle Leggi Suntuarie Romane," ̂ '̂vww 1 (1940): 193-194. 
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One point ofthe hypothesis of this examination should be reiterated: that tiie 

laws were a defense of elite political hegemony against unmediated encroachment by 

outsiders. The modifier "unmediated" is important: new blood was critical to tiie elite 

and to Rome, but the entry of new-comers had to be controlled. Eighteenth-century 

Britain is in no way a perfect match for Republican Rome, but it too was feeling tiie 

results of sudden great wealth from Empire; fiirthermore, Britain also had an economy 

based on land-holding and a social system which relied on relationships of unequal 

power. E. P. Thompson forcefully insists that tiiis was a predatory era, and control of 

political power was one ofthe spoils of victory. Nevertheless, unlike other times, this 

callous exploitation was not going on at the level of production, that is between the 

aristocrats and the agrarian peasants, but among the contractors to the state, the seekers 

after minor offices and in the manipulation of credit. While Thompson rejects the idea 

of a "rising middle class," he indicates that many resourceful men found their way, 

through patrons and marriages, to the upper reaches of power.242 while Thompson's 

study of eighteenth-century Britain "proves" nothing about Rome, the correlations are 

suggestive. The members ofthe ancient Roman elite were as concemed as the early-

modem British aristocrats with preserving their place, prestige and power, and the 

banquet laws were one way to maintain control. 

Gmen, Daube, Develin, Crawford and the other modem historians, share a 

common acceptance of Roman political rhetoric at a level very near to face-value. 

While ancient historians in particular must be wary of going beyond the sources, such 

caution need not preclude critical examination of those sources. In the case ofthe 

242 E. P. Thompson, Customs in Common: Studies in Traditional Popular 
Culture (New York, 1993), 16-27. 
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sumptuary laws, very close attention is required because the authors ofthe laws seem 

themselves to have been largely unconscious of deeper motivations; the law-makers 

tmly believed that they were trying to prevent immorality and maintain public order. To 

an outside observer, however, the specific provisions of tiie sumptuary laws suggest that 

morality and public order were synonymous with elite status quo. 

Few Romans, even ofthe elite, would have celebrated a memorable triumph, 

only nobiles were aflowed to stage elaborate public funerals foUowed by lavish public 

games and the public celebration of religious festivals, games and dramas were reserved 

for specific officials ofthe Republic. All ofthe above-mentioned entertainments were 

openly public, only dirmer entertainments were private to any degree. Aside from the 

bond formed by communal dining, discussed above, the lack of public scmtiny over 

private entertainment seems to have been a source of elite anxiety. The lack of public 

oversight of private life, coupled with the pressure brought by new wealth on the 

patronage/political system, seems to have posed a great enough threat to require 

legislative regulation. This legislation was aimed at banquets, more than any otiier form 

of conspicuous consumption, because banquets could be given by anyone with enough 

money, regardless of class, rank or order, and were equally open for attendance. The 

blurring of social distinctions between classes and tiie lack of public oversight made 

banquets especially dangerous. The sumptuary laws were passed in order to regulate 

these primarily private occasions and remove a threat which could have far-reaching 

public consequences. 
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